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INTRODUCTION

AN INTRODUCTION TO WALKABILITY
People walk for many different reasons. Some walk for recreation and some walk to commute to school or work.
Some choose to walk and some are forced to walk. Some walk for health benefits. Some walk for environmental
reasons. However, in all situations, the built environment impacts the choices people make on where to walk and
whether to walk at all. Without adequate pedestrian systems, people make unsafe and irrational decisions. For
example, a person may jaywalk across heavy traffic when safe crosswalks are not provided or choose to drive to a
destination three blocks away because there is not a safe and pleasant route to walk.

WALKABLE PLACES
Walkable places are important because most people walk for relatively short trips to work, school, shopping,
recreation, and social gatherings. For example, the average speed of a pedestrian is 3 miles per hour. A distance
of 1/4 to 1/2 mile is considered a comfortable, walking distance for most people. This means a walking trip lasts
about five to ten minutes.
With these statistics in mind, a walkable place is much more than installing sidewalks throughout the community.
Land uses are just as influential to allow people to walk in their daily lives. It is hard to convince a person to walk
to a destination that is two miles away, but much easier to encourage (and discourage) walking to destinations
within a half mile. Therefore, a major component of this plan is developing opportunities for mixing land uses to
create nodes that include most household destinations within walking distance.

BENEFITS OF WALKABLE PLACES
Ultimately, each individual makes a personal choice whether to walk or drive. However, the built environment
should not be the factor that deters a decision to walk. Walkability, or the level that a space or community
accommodates walking, is an important characteristic of the built environment. Countless studies cite the benefits
of a walkable environment including:

» Higher property values
» Lower obesity rates and cardiovascular disease
» Fewer vehicle trips and emissions
» Increased equity in transportation modes and choices
» Increased community image and safety

Students Walking from Derby Middle School
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Hike & Bike Path in Derby

INTRODUCTION

COMPONENTS OF A WALKABLE PLACE
Many cannot identify the aspects that make a place walkable versus not walkable. One usually “feels” that a place
is walkable. However, the following components help prioritize how to promote a walkable place in different land
use contexts, understanding there are no single components of a walkable place, but rather a combination of
several components.

PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION
A pedestrian should feel they have multiple routes to get to any one destination. These routes are not interrupted
by barriers and do not go long distances without the option to change routes. For example, an intersection,
mid-block crossing, trail, or other route choice. More advanced circulation includes the concept of pedestrian
permeability where pedestrian routes are prioritized over vehicular routes, usually in the form of greenways.

STREET ORIENTED BUILDINGS
By orienting buildings toward the street or other open space, pedestrians feel like they are in a “room” and not
stranded next to a busy street or parking lot. This environment creates visual interest and shorter connections
to destination entrances to promote walking. Street oriented buildings are most effective for walkability in
commercial and mixed-use areas, although they can apply to denser residential areas as well.

HUMAN SCALE
Pedestrian routes should be comfortable in terms of surrounding uses. Buildings oriented toward pedestrian paths
should have interesting elements at pedestrian height. Enhancements for areas without buildings could include
landscaping, benches, fencing (around utility features, for example), and other human scale aesthetics.

REMOVE OBSTRUCTIONS, PROVIDE CONTINUOUS PATHS
Pedestrian routes should be free from obstructions, not only from an American with Disabilities Act (ADA)
compliance perspective. Routes that are continuous, both from limiting obstructions and providing a series of
visual cues, directs pedestrians to the safest and most comfortable routes. Continuity should continue to building
entrances, parking areas, parks, and other public spaces.

ACCOMMODATE MULTIPLE USERS
Pedestrian routes are often good routes for bicyclists and transit as well. A public right-of-way environment that
supports multiple travel modes slows traffic, invites activity, and creates a safer environment for all.

WHAT THIS PLAN MEANS FOR DERBY
As Derby grows, there are opportunities to make places that invite walking and allow people to choose walking
or biking. This plan recognizes that automobiles as a form of transportation are still and will continue to be, vital
to Derby. However, walkable development and efficient vehicular traffic movement can co-exist. The goals of this
plan are to:

» Ensure that future development areas are comfortably accessible by a network of pedestrian facilities.
» Create good linkages between residential neighborhoods and walking distance destinations, especially
schools.

» Reduce barriers that discourage walking through investment, policy, and regulations.
» Guide how to identify retrofits of existing environments that will have the greatest walkability benefits.
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CHAPTER 01

PURPOSE

English Park

The Walkable Development Plan began as a vision to improve the
pedestrian environment in Derby through development design and
policy. When the recommendations of the Plan are implemented
consistently, Derby can be an even better environment for walking
and bicycling.
The Plan includes strategic steps for implementation that will
guide investment in pedestrian infrastructure and programming.
Specifically, the chapters target:

CHAPTER 2: OPPORTUNITIES
Identify areas of opportunity and barriers to walking in Derby to
inform future design criteria, focusing on areas of high pedestrian
activity such as schools, parks, and community amenities.

CHAPTER 3: GUIDELINES

Path to Parking Lot

Create walkable development guidelines that graphically show
street design standards, streetscape amenities, sidewalk/crossing
standards, and associated elements, using existing areas in Derby as
demonstration applications for future opportunities as Derby grows.

CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION
Provide recommendations for existing land development regulations
to allow walkable land development and redevelopment. In addition,
recommend priority projects to promote walkability, with cost
estimates for future capital improvement programming.

DERBY’S PROGRESS
Creating a community that embraces walking and bicycling is not a
new initiative for the City of Derby. Several steps have already been
taken to improve walking and bicycling in Derby:
1. Derby developed over 25 miles of hike and bike paths over the past
15 years and continues to expand the system as development occurs.
2. Adopted regulations to require sidewalks on both sides of the
street in new development areas.
3. Incorporates walkable development principles in new public parks
and development.
4. Undertook a Comprehensive Plan update (2020) that will provide
policy direction for walking and bicycling and land use development, among other elements.
5. Sought and received grant funding for this Walkable Development
Plan.
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Residential Sidewalk

CHAPTER 01

COMMUNITY DESIRES

Kick-Off Open House Input

The planning process for the Walkable Development Plan included three
public open houses, a community visual listening survey, and an online
mapping portal where people could draw where they like or want to walk.
The input provides valuable insight into improvements the community
desires. The Appendix includes the survey responses and input.

SURVEY INSIGHTS
People feel that certain destinations and schools in Derby are better
served by bike and pedestrian access than others.
Destinations and schools that respondents feel are best served include:

» High Park
» Garrett Park
» Madison Avenue Central Park

Schools Open House Input

» Derby Public Library
» Derby High School
» Derby Middle School
» Park Hill Elementary
These community feelings are well founded because these destinations
are near hike and bike trails or in newer development areas where
sidewalks are on both sides of the street.
Destinations and schools that respondents feel are least served include:

» Riley Park
» Hand Park
» Marketplace Shopping Area
» Other Shopping Areas

Kick-Off Open House Input

» North Middle School
» Swaney Elementary
These areas are generally in older neighborhoods or have built
environment barriers such as unmarked street crossings.
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CHAPTER 01

WALKING ENVIRONMENTS
Most questions in the survey were designed to assess the comfort
of respondents for using different types of walking and bicycling
environments. The survey asked participants to respond to a gallery of
photographs of Derby streets and infrastructure installations from other
parts of the country.
Respondents are most comfortable in environments that:

» Have adequate room and spacing from vehicle driving areas.

Kick-Off Open House Input

» Have additional safety features at crosswalks.
» Include multiple walking and bicycling options.

Respondents are less comfortable in environments that:

» Have no designated pedestrian routes.
» Do not separate walking areas from vehicle areas.
» Have crossings with only pavement markings.

ACTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Respondents feel a variety of actions can improve Derby’s pedestrian
environment, ranging from infrastructure investments, policies, and
programming. The most effective actions with over 80% of respondents
agreeing include:

» Construct sidewalks on at least one side of all major streets.
» Construct sidewalks on other streets that have a lot of pedestrian use.
» Provide sidewalks on at least one side of the street for a specific area
around schools.

» Better crossings at major streets.
» More safe routes to school activities.
» Require sidewalks in new development areas.
» Provide a protected area for pedestrians at crossings of wide streets.
These results indicate a multi-faceted approach will be valuable to
improve walkability in Derby. Not all actions need significant public
investments and not all ideas for walkability improvements need to be
implemented citywide. The plan identifies the priority areas to target and
the priority criteria for reviewing projects.
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Kick-Off Open House Input

CHAPTER 01

COLLABORATIVE GOALS
The Walkable Development Plan is designed to help the City of Derby
achieve the following goals when implemented consistently over time.

GOAL 1
Reduce the reliance on automobiles, thereby also reducing emissions
and improving air quality. Residents value Derby’s existing hike and bike
trails and sidewalks. The system has a significant transportation function,
such as providing access to important destinations. A measurement of
the success of this plan will be significantly increasing the percentage of
walking trips for a variety of purposes, not only for recreation.

GOAL 2
Promote safe, enjoyable, and convenient transportation options for all
street users. Derby’s flat topography brings walking or biking within the
physical capabilities of most of the city’s population. However, other
features can be much more discouraging than topography. These include
four lane arterial streets, crossing K-15, limited paths within certain
development sites, and fear of motorist behavior. Making walking and
bicycling safe and comfortable while maintaining efficient vehicle travel is
an important goal of this plan.

GOAL 3

Achieve a Unified Vision

Provide sidewalk connections and streetscape amenities that promote
multi-modal transportation. Good pedestrian connections in new
development and implementing cost-effective extensions in existing
neighborhoods that improve service to major destinations and
employment centers can create major benefits to encourage walking and
bicycling.

Be Healthy

GOAL 4
Design new neighborhoods with interconnected networks of multi-modal
and attractively landscaped streets, trails, and sidewalks. A walking and
bicycling network should get people comfortably and safely to where they
want to go. Therefore, policy must focus walkable development around
clear and direct connections to and within destinations.

Connect the City
Be Healthy

Emb
Strengthen Neighborhoods
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CHAPTER 02

ASSET MAPPING
This section considers factors that can help determine the structure and
character of the Derby walkability network. Analysis includes two general
areas:
Demand. Factors that suggest a need for facilities and can be analyzed
together to suggest improvements. These factors include both points of
origin such as population density and destinations such as parks, schools
and places of employment. Areas of analysis include:

» Current Land Use
» Employment Density
» Population Density
» Parks
» Schools
Facilities. These factors analyze aspects of existing infrastructure and
their suitability for a future walking and bicycling network. Areas of
analysis include:

» Sidewalks
» Sidewalk Width
» Crosswalks
» Bike and Pedestrian Crashes
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CHAPTER 02

LAND USE
Figure 2.1: Current Land Use, 2018

Current land use suggests areas
of high activity and indicates
streets that need to accommodate
pedestrians. Key land use factors
shown in Figure 2.1 include:

» The Derby West End is the
main commercial entryway
street into Derby along
K-15. The West End abuts
residential uses to the east.

» Rock Road is the main north/
south street on the east
side of Derby, containing
a mix of uses but primarily
comprises strip and large scale
commercial.

» Key civic concentrations along
E Madison Avenue including
City Hall, the Public Library,
Madison Avenue Central Park,
High Park, and Derby Middle
School.
The City’ future land use map
indicates growth and land use
areas to guide policy decisions
and will inevitably guide
future walking and bicycling
improvements.

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY, RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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CHAPTER 02

EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
Figure 2.2: Employment Density, 2018

Employment density correlates
to pedestrian and bicycle
facility demand by identifying
concentrated job centers.
Figure 2.2 uses Census data to
illustrate jobs per square mile in
the City. The City’s three most
concentrated employment areas
are the West End along K-15 and
south of Madison Avenue, the
Marketplace shopping area, and
other areas along Rock Road near
Derby High School.
This underscores the value of
providing strong bicycle and
pedestrian connections to
commercial land uses.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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CHAPTER 02

POPULATION DENSITY
Figure 2.3: Population Density, 2018

Population density correlates to
pedestrian and bicycle demand.
As density increases, more
destinations are located closer to
more people, meaning walking is
within the capability of a larger
population. Figure 2.3 uses Census
data to show population per
square mile. The highest density
is found between Buckner Street
and Rock Road from Chet Smith
Avenue to Patriot Avenue.
High concentrations of population
density is conversely related to
employment density, indicating
limited existing mixed-use areas.
It is not feasible to retrofit all
dense population areas for 100
percent sidewalk/path coverage.
Therefore, identifying key routes
that neighborhoods connect to
will provide the greatest benefit.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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CHAPTER 02

SIDEWALKS
Figure 2.4: Existing Sidewalk System, 2018

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY, RDG PLANNING & DESIGN, 2018
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Derby has many sidewalks, but as
Figure 2.4 reveals, they tend to
only be in select areas. The map
is current as of the summer of
2018 and several other routes have
been completed since that time.

CHAPTER 02

SIDEWALK WIDTH
Figure 2.5: Existing Sidewalk Widths, 2018

While a strong sidewalk network
is important, the width of the
sidewalks helps show how
effective the network truly
is for walking. For example,
wider sidewalks (8-12 ft) can
accommodate much more foot
traffic along with bicycle traffic
than narrower sidewalks (5 ft or
less). Sidewalks in areas of high
population, employment, or close
to a school should be wide enough
to accommodate the large number
of people who could benefit from
walking routes.
Figure 2.5 illustrates sidewalk
widths in Derby. Most of the
widest sidewalks are on arterial
streets that lead to commercial
areas or parks. The sidewalk
widths tend to align with the street
classification, with wider sidewalks
on collector and arterial streets.

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY, RDG PLANNING & DESIGN, 2018
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CHAPTER 02

PARKS
Figure 2.6: Existing Parks, Sidewalks, and Distances, 2018

Parks and trails are among the
most important destinations
for a walking and bicycling
network. Trails themselves
serve as both destinations and
a means of reaching community
assets like parks and recreation
spaces. Figure 2.6 illustrates the
distribution of parks and the
radius that each park serves.
Ideally, all parks in the community
should be served by the walking
network. Of the major community
parks, Garrett, High, Stone Creek,
and the Rock River Rapids Aquatic
Center are directly served by
trails. Other parks are typically
served by sidewalks and local
streets, but not by trails.

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY, RDG PLANNING & DESIGN, 2018
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CHAPTER 02

SCHOOLS
Figure 2.7: Schools, Sidewalks, and Distances, 2018

Schools are also primary
destinations for Derby’s walking
and bicycling network, with
elementary and middle school
students being especially
important to consider. High school
students, many of whom drive to
school, also present a possible
growth market if access to
sidewalks and trails are developed
to create safer and more efficient
walking connections to the school.
Figure 2.7 overlays the City’s
sidewalk system and school
locations, and indicates that:

» Most school sites have good
sidewalk access that spurs
from the trail system

» Sidewalk access decreases in
older neighborhoods located
in the western portion of
Derby.
The maps in the following section
break down the 1/4 mile area
surrounding each school and
highlights improvements that can
increase walkability.

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY, RDG PLANNING & DESIGN, 2018
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CHAPTER 02

CROSSWALKS
Figure 2.8: Signaled Crosswalks, 2018

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY
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Sidewalks and trails near schools
and parks are great but have
fewer benefits if there are not
safe crossings at long or busy
intersections. Figure 2.8 shows
that many of the major streets in
Derby have signalized crosswalks.
Areas near schools tend to have
only painted crosswalks and stop
signs, and at times, no designated
crosswalk at all.

CHAPTER 02

PEDESTRIAN & BICYCLE CRASHES
Figure 2.9: Pedestrian and Bicycle Crashes by Severity, 2013-2018

The incidence of pedestrian and
bicycle crashes pinpoint specific
problems that system planning
must strive to address. Figure 2.9
locates crash history between
2012 and 2018. Analysis of the
map indicates that:

» Signalized crosswalks did not
prevent crashes, particularly
for bicyclists on Meadowlark
Blvd. and E Madison Ave.

» Crashes with pedestrians
were more frequent on local
residential streets and near
school sites.
While the map does not indicate
the reason for each crash, such as
whether the bicyclist or pedestrian
were crossing illegally, it does
provide insight into settings that
create more safety concerns.

SOURCE: CITY OF DERBY, KDOT
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CHAPTER 02

ACCESS TO SCHOOLS

Safe Route Improvement
Definitions

Walking to school is in the memory of many adults. Current generations
will not have these memories. Walking to school is at an all time low at
13 percent of children between the ages of 5 and 14. A primary reason
is real and perceived safety concerns by parents and the emergence of
suburban style development with school facilities located in campus style
complexes.

Enhanced Intersection Safety.
Pedestrian walk signs, stop signs,
or potentially bump outs to alert
motorists of high crossing areas.

Derby still maintains the neighborhood school model. Nonetheless,
parents must feel comfortable in letting their children walk to school.
Comfort starts with appropriate infrastructure and safe routes. As a
general standard, areas within 1/4 mile of a school site should have a web
of continuous sidewalks to serve the school. Sidewalks should provide
continuity on at least one side of the street to minimize the number of
times children must cross.
Figures 2.10 through 2.20 analyze sidewalk coverage within 1/4 mile
of each elementary and middle school in Derby and suggest potential
options for increasing local area coverage. Sidewalks and crossings
that define “spine routes” within 1/4 mile of elementary schools receive
highest priority. The system can be extended to 1/2 mile as a later phase.
Implementing sidewalk improvements will improve access and circulation
for students and parents. Detailed location design is beyond the scope of
this plan and further engineering study may be required to refine these
potential options.

Figure 2.10: Derby High School Access Opportunities

Crosswalk Definition. Painted
crosswalks, preferably vertical
striping.
Fix Dead End Sidewalk. A
sidewalk that abruptly ends,
leading the pedestrian into the
street or that does not have ADA
accommodations.
Fill Sidewalk Gap. Construct new
sidewalks for a continuous offstreet sidewalk route.
Consider a Shared Street or
Pedestrian Lane. A low volume
street with no sidewalks, where
pedestrians likely walk on the
street already. Signs or painted
markings similar to a bike lane
tells motorists to watch for
pedestrians.
Trail Opportunity. Continuation of
the City hike and bike system or a
new off-street path.
The Derby High School grounds are
well-connected for walking aside from
Walnut Grove Rd. Adding sidewalks
on this street would make a positive
addition to the area, and provide a safe
connection between the high school,
Derby Public Library, and Tanglewood
Elementary to the west.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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Figure 2.12: El Paso Elementary Access Opportunities
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Another consideration to make in the
area is adding a trail to the east of the
school, through a partnership with
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on possibilities for implementation.
This will not only provide recreational
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E PATRIOT AVE

E STONE PATH ST

Figure 2.11: Derby Hills Elementary Access Opportunities
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El Paso Elementary has a wide sidewalk
leading to the school on the east side
of Woodlawn Blvd, but the crossings
are not well-defined. Walkers would
benefit by adding another sidewalk
on the west side of the street north
of James Street. The same situation
is on the south side of James Street
west of Woodlawn Blvd. Sidewalks on
E Crestway would offer an additional
connection to English Park and
Madison Avenue Central Park via a
shared street on N Westview Drive.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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Figure 2.13: Faith Lutheran School Access Opportunities
Currently, no streets adjacent to the
Faith Lutheran School grounds have
sidewalks. More students in the area
would feel comfortable walking to
school if sidewalks were added along
the south side of Market Street, the
east side of Derby Avenue, and north
side of Kay Street.

Figure 2.14: Future Elementary School Access Improvements Access Opportunities

S Woodlawn Blvd

A future elementary school site sits in
the midst of a residential area where
many students would be able to walk
to school. However, before the school
goes in it will be important to define all
crosswalks leading to the school and
add sidewalks to the perimeter of the
school grounds.
Additional safety enhancements at E
Patriot Ave intersections could include
pedestrian only walk signalization and
concepts listed in Chapter 3.
Trip
le C
ree
kD
r

E Patriot Ave

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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Figure 2.15: Pleasantview Elementary School Access Improvements Access Opportunities
East James Street is a primary access
route to Pleasantview Elementary,
but currently has a sidewalk only on
the north side of the street. Adding
a sidewalk on the south side will
accommodate those who live south of
James Street, increasing the walkability
of the area. A sidewalk on the north
side of Greenway Street provides a
secondary east/west connection from
existing trail routes on Baltimore Ave
and Woodlawn Blvd.

Figure 2.16: Swaney Elementary School Access Opportunities
Swaney Elementary School has several
streets (Westview Dr, Kokomo Ave,
and English St.) in the area with no
sidewalks on either side of the street.
Sidewalks should be added to these
streets to make sure all residents in the
area have safe access to the school by
walking.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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Figure 2.17: Tanglewood Elementary Access Opportunities
Tanglewood Elementary is in an area
with many residential sidewalks, but
two of the roads adjacent to the school
(Hickory Branch transitioning into
Ridgecrest Rd. and Walnut Grove Rd.)
lack sidewalks on either one or both
sides of the street. Adding sidewalks
in these locations will create a fully
walkable area, enhancing safety for
those walking to school.

Figure 2.18: St. Mary’s School Access Opportunities
St. Mary’s School grounds have good
sidewalk access but once at the school
grounds from the south or west, there
is only one sidewalk to access the
school building. Adding sidewalks
paralleling the driveways will keep
students from walking in the path of
cars, keeping everyone safe and traffic
moving efficiently.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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Figure 2.19: Derby Middle School Access Opportunities
Derby Middle School is surrounded
by a good network of sidewalks.
Improvements to make those walking in
the area feel as safe as possible include
painted crosswalks on the south side
of the school from the Market Street
sidewalk and enhancements to the
intersections where Madison Avenue
and Market Street cross Woodlawn
Boulevard. Intersection enhancement
could include curb extensions and
high visibility painted crosswalks, even
where colored crosswalks already exist.
Note the crosswalk definition
suggestion on the northeast area of
the school. Pedestrians are advised to
cross at Madison Ave and Woodlawn
Blvd. However, pedestrians will
inevitably cross mid-block to reach the
stadium. A pedestrian activated HAWK
beacon with painted crosswalks should
be explored.

Figure 2.20: Derby North Middle School Access Opportunities
Similar to Derby Middle School,
Derby North Middle School has good
sidewalk access. However, Rock Road
decreases the comfort of walking to
the school. Chapter 3 presents ideas
to enhance the comfort of Rock Road
intersections.

SOURCE: RDG PLANNING & DESIGN
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OPPORTUNITY MAPPING
Figure 2.21 shows priority streets for walkability improvements in the
Derby system based on the asset mapping and safe routes to school
mapping. While sidewalks, safety, and comfort enhancements are
important on all neighborhood streets, prioritizing these streets:
1. Creates a closed loop system that can be accessed safely by most residents via low traffic volume streets, trails, and/or existing sidewalk systems.
2. Connects common destinations and prioritizes safe routes to schools.
3. Offers a program to prioritize public funds and budgets.
4. Leverages the existing hike and bike trail system where adequate systems may already be in place.
Improvement steps within each street priority are more efficient
if implemented together. However, if resources limit concurrent
implementation, steps can include:
1. Some of these streets do not have sidewalks on either side of the street.
A first priority is to fill these gaps.
2. Improve crosswalk safety, particularly around schools.
3. Improve route comfort through aesthetics, buffers, and pedestrian amenities.
Chapter 3 describes design guidance for improvement along these
priority streets. Equally important are the internal pedestrian routes
when a person reaches their destination and land use development that
supports walking, which Chapter 3 also offers design guidance. Chapter
4 then helps identify priority criteria for project implementation and
funding mechanisms, both for street connectivity improvements and site
developments enhancements.
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K-15

Rock Road

Figure 2.21: Priority Areas of Opportunity and Stability
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OVERVIEW
Every community has specific street contexts in its system that require
special combinations of various infrastructure applications. American
Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO), National
Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO), and Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) materials give appropriate guidance on
facility design, but some situations in Derby will present special issues.
This Chapter adapts guidelines to Derby by:
1. Guidelines for new and retrofit development. Identifies design features
most applicable to Derby that promote walkability.
2. Application to sites in Derby. Identifies community concerns and how
existing sites could be more walkable.
3. Policy and partnerships. Identifies how to administer walkability improvements.
Design guidelines present ways to encourage or regulate walkable
design and are the foundation to create walkable developments in Derby.
Guidelines fall into four categories:
1. Urban Form and Land Use Mix. How buildings are arranged, uses complement each other, and their relationship to walking and bicycling.
2. Accessibility to Destinations. Where people spend their time and how to
get there by walking and bicycling.
3. Safe Environments. When people feel safe, walking and bicycling becomes a transportation option.
4. Comfortable Environments. When people feel comfortable, walking and
bicycling grows from an option to a preferred choice.
The Demonstration Application section of this chapter shows how
walkable development regulations can be applied in future contexts, using
existing sites as models for better design. Note that some of the model
guidelines are already applied in Derby and all developments are required
to be compliant with the Americans with Disabilities (ADA) Act. Therefore,
guidelines in this chapter do not explicitly list all ADA standards.
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GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE APPLICATION
URBAN FORM AND LAND USE MIX

DERBY EXAMPLE
Figure 3.1: Derby City Hall Walkability

DESCRIPTION Regardless of how conducive a city is for walking and bicycling, many
people will not choose to walk more than a half-mile to any destination. A
half-mile is considered a comfortable distance because:

» It takes about ten minutes to walk, often not much longer than a

1

typical errand or local trip by car.

» It is a relatively comfortable distance to carry groceries or other items.
» Some cannot safely walk much further. For example, seniors and kids.
Therefore, when common destinations (home, work, recreation) are
within a half-mile, people will more often choose to walk, even if only on
occasion. Thus, mixing of uses makes the neighborhood more vibrant
and better suited for walking and bicycling. However, these guidelines do
not imply that mixing uses is appropriate across all areas in Derby or that
the market would support such development in all areas. But rather that
people should have the option to live in mixed-use environments if they
choose.

MODEL GUIDANCE
» Allow mixing of land uses in specific areas, or zoning districts that
allow mixed uses, in designated half-mile nodes. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the concept of mixed-use nodes and Figure 3.3 an opportunity area
for such a node.

» Allow higher density residential development near commercial,
employment, or public areas. Alternatively or additionally, density
bonuses can be allowed for developments that mix uses with
pedestrian oriented design. Figure 3.4 shows in existing example in
Derby but lacks pedestrian connections.

» Allow smaller lot sizes and alley loaded development to promote
traditional neighborhoods where frontages include porches and
greenery instead of garages and driveways.

» In dense commercial areas and urban corridors, prioritize buildings
closer to the street with parking in the rear, or structured parking
incorporated into developments. Derby City Hall is an example shown
in Figure 3.1.

» If transit becomes available, ensure stops and routes near nodes
of commercial and employment centers that connect to residential
centers.

SURVEY COMMENTS
» “Would be nice to have connecting paths between neighborhoods
and schools and retail to allow more accessibility.” -Q39
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City Hall

3
2

2
3

Madison Ave

1. Parking in the rear and side.
2. Multiple pedestrian access
points to entryways.
3. Oriented landscaping along pedestrian routes.
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Figure 3.2: Example of a mixed-use node transition (from a commercial node into a neighborhood context)
1. Commercial mixed-use node at
an arterial or collector intersection.

4

2. Higher density residential.
3. Pedestrian connections.

2

3

4. Neighborhood residential.

1

Horizontal Mixed-Use

Figure 3.4: Existing Horizontal Mixed-Use, few pedestrian connections - E Madison Ave and Rock Road

Rock Road

Figure 3.3: Future Opportunity in Derby - E Patriot and Rock Road

Horizontal Mixed-Use

E Madison Ave

Rock Road

E Patriot Ave
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ACCESSIBILITY TO DESTINATIONS:
DESCRIPTION -

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Internal Pedestrian Routes

Destinations that are not connected to paths deter people from reaching
or leaving them by bike or foot. A person has no choice but to drive unless
they create their own path. Application is relatively simple but when
not applied, pedestrians are faced with an uncomfortable and unsafe
environment.

MODEL GUIDANCE
» Require separated and direct sidewalk connections to all building
entrances and public spaces from the street or parking areas Illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Defined Pedestrian Areas

» Ensure new developments make connections to adjacent sidewalk
systems when present or planned in the future - Illustrated in Figure
3.7.

» Develop distinct differences in internal pedestrian routes. Examples
include elevated paths, curb separated walking areas with
landscaping, and lighting. These distinctions are most essential in
parking lots, driveways, and other areas that compete with vehicles.

» Require curb ramps at all intersections, transitions to sidewalk

Neighborhood Cross Connectivity

systems, and future bus stops.

» Reduce the length of cul-de-sacs or at least alert pedestrians of deadend routes. Figure 3.8 shows a good example in Derby. Ideally, all culde-sacs should require land be reserved for pedestrian access through
the back end of the cul-de-sac.

SURVEY COMMENT(S)
» Figure 3.5: “Will not walk [residential intersections with stops signs but

Figure 3.5: Survey Question 14 Image

no sidewalks]. Too unstable, too unsafe.” -Q14

» Figure 3.5: “Sidewalks should be provided on both sides of all the
streets.” -Q14

» Figure 3.6: “Let’s do this [add pedestrians paths through parking lots
connecting to storefronts] more in Derby.” -Q39

» “Would be nice to have connecting paths between neighborhoods
and schools and retail to allow more accessibility.” -Q39

Figure 3.6: Survey Question 39 Image
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DERBY EXAMPLES
Figure 3.7: Sidewalk routes to building entrances
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Figure 3.8: Acceptable cul-de-sac to protect environmental features
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SAFE ENVIRONMENTS
DESCRIPTION -

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Bump-outs

An unsafe walking environment, or one that feels unsafe, discourages
walking and bicycling for those that have a choice between transportation
modes. Those that must walk or bike to their destinations are forced to
encounter safety risks through conflict with motorists or route hazards.

MODEL GUIDANCE
» Reduce the distance pedestrians must walk to cross areas used by
vehicles (streets, driveways, parking, etc). Applications include:

○ Bump-outs. Bump-outs calm traffic, protect the edge of on-street

Refuge Islands

parking, and make streets more crossable for pedestrians. Bumpouts may include planting beds, tree planting, paving, and street
furniture. The nodes may also include interpretive graphics and
public art. Bump-outs are most appropriate in urban centers like the
West End, near schools, and parks.

○ Medians and pedestrian refuge islands. A median shortens the
continual crossing distance at arterial street intersections or other
long crossing points. The design allows a pedestrian to cross
halfway, stop in a curb protected area, and decide whether it is safe
to continue crossing. Different median designs can also point the
pedestrian in the direction of oncoming traffic to be more visible.

Hybrid (HAWK) Beacon

» Require crosswalks along designated walking and bicycling routes
that prioritize pedestrians over motorists. Design that prioritizes
pedestrians include:

○ Tighter corner radii at intersections. A tighter corner radius slows
down the motorist when turning, while a broader radius encourages
motorists to move faster through the intersection.

○ Direct pedestrians to the intersection. Intersection design should
avoid directing pedestrians into the center of the intersection.

○ Install signs and flashing beacons that can be activated when
pedestrians are crossing at mid-block crossings or high volume
street crossings that are not signalized (HAWK Beacon).

○ Program pedestrian advance crossings at signalized intersections
where the pedestrian gets to begin crossing before motorists turn.
The advance allows crossing pedestrians to be visible to motorists
and gives the pedestrian priority. Advance lights can range from
3 to 10 seconds before motorists are allowed to advance. In high
traffic pedestrian areas, a full pedestrian only walk cycle may be
appropriate with no vehicle right turns allowed on red lights.

○ Install high visibility painted crosswalks at all intersections.
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» Limit the number of driveways that cross pedestrian routes. Arterial
streets should have the largest spacing between driveways depending
on the posted traffic speed.

DERBY EXAMPLES
Madison Avenue Crossing

» Buffer pedestrian routes from driveways and parking areas with a
minimum 3’-5’ strip of landscaping. Buffers along streets should
generally be over six feet wide.

» Promptly clear pedestrian and bike routes after a snow or ice event.
» Conduct regular maintenance for uneven surfaces and prompt repair
of damaged walking and bicycling paths.

» Identify and sign temporary pedestrian routes when existing routes
Colored Crosswalks

are blocked because of construction or other temporary events.
Temporary paths should be at least five feet wide and free from
obstructions.

SURVEY COMMENT(S)
» “I don’t [walk] because there are no sidewalks on my street and it is
too dangerous for me to do so.” -Q3

» “Having green between road and sidewalk would help make
pedestrians more comfortable walking].” -Q10

» “Pedestrians don’t feel safe [with only colored crosswalks] - needs

High Visibility Arterial Crosswalks

“on-call” traffic signal to stop traffic.” -Q11

» “Crossing multiple lanes of traffic without a crosswalk light for
protection, especially for kids, is a safety hazard.” -Q11

» Figure 3.9: “I’ve regularly had to wait through multiple walk signals
crossing at [signalized crosswalks] because of drivers not paying
attention to walkers and cyclists.” -Q12

» Figure 3.10: “I personally don’t like [sidewalks right next to the street],
especially on a higher traffic area because if you are walking a dog or
bicycling and hit a rock or crack and trip and fall, you could potentially
fall right into the path of a car coming behind you that you don’t know
is there.” -Q16

Figure 3.9: Survey Question 12 Image

» “Some of the sidewalks in older parts of town are uneven and
narrower than the hike/bike paths. Plus they are not well maintained
and easy to trip or fall.” -Q20

» “Multiple driveway crossings [on sidewalk along business area] might
need mitigation.” -Q34

» “The lack of sidewalks and adequately marked crosswalks around the

Figure 3.10: Survey Question 16 Image

older elementary schools is really dangerous.” -Q39
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COMFORTABLE ENVIRONMENTS
DESCRIPTION -

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Lighting

A comfortable walking and bicycling environment encourages people
to choose to walk or bike. An uncomfortable walking and bicycling
environment discourages walking and biking while adding to an
autocentric transportation environment. A safe environment is often
a comfortable environment, and therefore, should include the safety
elements listed previously. However, a safe environment can still be
uncomfortable. The following elements enhance the comfort of walking or
bicycling, and indirectly increase safety.

MODEL GUIDANCE
» Require lighting along major pedestrian routes, internal parking lots,
and building entrances.

Parking Lot Screening

» Provide amenities along designated pedestrian routes and near public
spaces to break up monotony and provide relief for users. Examples
include benches, planters, public art, water fountains, and shade.

» In denser commercial areas, incorporate protection from weather
conditions along walking routes. Examples include shade structures,
awnings, trees, and less concrete that adds to urban heating effects.

» Screen sidewalks from parking areas with elements that go beyond a
distance buffer. Examples include shrubs, berms, and decorative walls.

» Ensure there is always five feet of unobstructed space along
pedestrian routes. Examples of common obstructions to prevent
include mailboxes, trash cans (permanent and temporary), utility
boxes, light poles, storm sewers, benches, and vehicle parking
overhang, among other possible obstructions.

Pedestrian Amenities

» Require bike racks located near entrances to schools, commercial
buildings, and public spaces. A minimum of two racks on a paved
surface is recommended, with more racks required for high use
destinations like schools and parks.

» Maintain existing tree canopies in neighborhoods, retroactively plant
trees in existing neighborhood with no street trees, and plant a diverse
set of street trees in new neighborhoods. Trees provide shade and
relief from weather when placed near walking routes.
Street Trees
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For bicyclist comfort, there are opportunities in Derby to retrofit streets
to include on-street bicycle lanes. Retrofits could involve vehicle lane
reductions that are more in line with traffic volumes. These conversions
would also significantly improve pedestrian safety by lowering traffic
speeds. For example, Patriot Avenue and four-lane streets like Buckner
Street or Madison Avenue.
While the cost of such a project on streets like Patriot Avenue would
be high, significant community support could make this a worthwhile
investment, coupled with grants and other funding sources. The same
possibilities apply to two-lane streets with overly wide travel lanes that
could support on-street bicycle lanes such as Georgie Avenue between
Madison Avenue and Kay Street, and James Street. The next section,
“Demonstration Applications,” illustrates examples for on-street bicycle
lane conversion projects.

Figure 3.11: Survey Question 20 Image

Figure 3.12: Survey Question 22 Image

SURVEY COMMENT(S)
» “Brick crosswalks are barely visible during the day and aren’t visible at
all at night.” -Q10

» “Street trees would significantly improve the pedestrian environment.”
-Q17

» Figure 3.11 “A lot of people park with their cars sticking way out so I
usually avoid [sidewalks next to parking lots].” -Q20

» Figure 3.12 “The park and bench [shown in the paths separated from
the street image] are nice features not often found in commercial
areas in Derby.” -Q22

» “The sidewalk [along a commercial street] is not very wide as well as
being closer to the street, I would feel much more comfortable if my
children were a safer distance away in order to react if a vehicle leaves
the roadway.” -Q24

» “...vegetation encroaching onto the sidewalk is annoying if you share
the space with more than one person/bicyclist.” -Q31

» “Move trash carts [off of sidewalks] to not hinder pedestrians.” Q32
» “Consider requirements for new developments to provide street.”
furnishings (benches, trash receptacles, etc.)” -Q39
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DIRECT AND WELCOME WALKING AND BICYCLING
Feeling lost or unwelcome is an easy way to discourage walking and
bicycling and leave first time users confused and frustrated. A walker
or bicyclist should have clear directions at decision points in the
transportation system and be welcomed when they arrive. Directions add
to the comfort and safety of the system while offering an opportunity to
express Derby’s brand.

DERBY EXAMPLES
Wayfinding

MODEL GUIDANCE
» Include signs along pedestrian routes that give directions and
distances to citywide destinations within five miles (lower priority
destinations can be listed at shorter distances), building entrances,
and detour routes when a site is under construction.

Bike Racks

» Appropriately color and size the lettering for legibility.
» Use entrances to parks, schools, and public spaces as opportunities
for plazas, seating, bicycle racks, entrance signs, and wayfinding maps
to other destinations.

» Show commitment to walking and bicycling by organizing or
supporting public education and encouragement events. Examples
are described more in the “Administration” section of this chapter:

○ Safe routes to school programming.

.

○ Create a local active transportation or walkability advisory
committee.

○ Walk Friendly Community and Bicycle Friendly Community
designation.

SURVEY COMMENT(S)
» “Consider requirements for new development to provide street
furnishings (benches, trash receptacles, etc.).” -Q39
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DEMONSTRATION APPLICATIONS
The guidelines and contexts presented in the previous section set the foundation to support walkable
development in Derby. However, guidelines alone are hard to understand without real applications that are
familiar to most people. The following section presents how sites in Derby could be more walkable. These
demonstration applications shown in Figure 3.14 are not presented to indicate future redevelopment projects
or initiatives to force private property owners to change their property. Rather, the ideas offer insight into what
development could look like under a more walkable development code, and possibly invoke ideas for existing
property owners to retrofit their developments for walkability.
For the purposes of the Walkable Development Plan, focus spans several sites that are chosen based on their
popularity, location, walkability challenges, and representation of other sites in Derby. The sites include:

Figure 3.14: Demonstration Applications
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1. ARTERIAL STREET CROSSING: ROCK ROAD AND E MADISON AVE
The terrain and surrounding undeveloped land allow Derby to create a
relatively grid like system with 65-90 foot wide arterial streets that follow
section lines. This north/south and east/west arterial street system will
continue to expand as Derby grows. The system allows for efficient traffic
movement but creates challenges for walking and bicycling. The City does
a good job to install hike and bike paths, high visibility crosswalks, and
pedestrian signals at intersections. Opportunities to explore that will take
arterial street intersections along designated walking and bicycling routes
from safe crossings to safe and comfortable crossings could include:

» Enhance the pedestrian environment around crosswalks. Enhancing
the corners of each intersection adds another layer of notification to
motorists that this intersection is “different” from others. Elements also
add aesthetic improvements to the most traveled routes in the City.
Figure 3.15 and 3.16 illustrates possible ideas that include:

○ Low to medium height landscaping elements.
○ Decorative crosswalks and/or colored concrete.
○ Retaining walls that separate the sidepath from parking or drive areas.
○ Benches, public art, or lighting features.
» Continue using pedestrian signalization with a clear path to signal
buttons. Most arterial street intersections have signals for pedestrian
crossings. However, some lack a clear paved path for people, especially
those on bikes or in wheelchairs, to push the crossing activation button.
A path is an easy fix that should not be overlooked.

» Explore options to allow pedestrian “walk” signals ahead of vehicle

signals to give pedestrians a head start into the crosswalk and
be visible to motorists. Reprogramming the signalization requires
coordination between all four corners of turning traffic, and could be
reserved for the intersections with the highest volume of pedestrian and
bicycle traffic.

» Identify opportunities within sidewalk to crosswalk transition area
for features that alert motorists of pedestrian activity. Ways to make
pedestrians more visible include all the elements listed above. Other
structural changes include tighter corner radii, curb extensions, median
refuge islands, or in certain instances, a fully protected intersection. All
elements can be designed to support turning movements of semi-trucks.

○ A protected intersection requires special consideration and space
requirements. Features of a protected intersection include:

» Highly visible, protected waiting area for pedestrians and
bicyclists.

» Accommodates intersecting paths.
» Refuge median areas, designed with adequate turning radius for
truck movements.

» Separated crossings for bicycles and pedestrians.
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E WALNUT GROVE RD

E WALNUT GROVE RD

Walnut Grove Park

Figure 3.15: Existing Rock Road and Madison Avenue Arterial Intersection
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Figure 3.16: Comfort Improvements to an Arterial Intersection
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2. SCHOOL WALKABILITY: DERBY HILLS
ELEMENTARY
Chapter 2 presents ideas to improve safe routes to
schools. Here, Derby Hills is used as an expanded
test to illustrate safe routes between schools and
arterial street intersections. Figure 3.18 illustrates
opportunities for the area and ideas for schools with
similar situations. Further engineering study may be
required to refine these potential options.

» Trail opportunity along the drainage way to
Patriot Avenue trail. Drainageways and other
undevelopable land are great opportunities
for pedestrian paths that are continuous and
separated from streets without conflict points.

» Safety enhancements at Patriot Avenue

crossings; opportunity for mid-block crossing at
the greenway. Patriot Avenue is 90 feet wide and
presents a daunting crossing for parents to trust
their kids to cross alone. Crossing enhancements
like those presented for Rock Road help the safety
and comfort component for walking and bicycling.

» Patriot Avenue lane conversion. Patriot Avenue
is overly wide and a suitable candidate for
conversion to fewer median lanes and turning
lanes. A reduction in lanes is a way to significantly
narrow the crossing distance and provide a
median refuge at intersections and mid-block
at the greenway. Vision Derby 2040, the city
comprehensive plan presents this idea as part of a
larger walking and bicycling network.

» Evaluate dead-end crosswalks around Derby Hills
that do not lead to sidewalks. There are instances
around Derby Hills and other areas in Derby where
painted crosswalks do not lead to an adjacent
sidewalk. Many residential streets in Derby are
low volume and function relatively fine without
sidewalks. These painted crosswalks should lead

to some sort of pedestrian designated path. The
designation does not have to be a sidewalk. On
low traffic and pedestrian volume streets that
eventually connect to the sidewalk system, a
pedestrian lane could be painted along the curb or
signs installed to designate a shared pedestrian/
vehicle street, illustrated in Figure 3.17.

» Check for ways to reduce obstructions within

sidewalk areas (mailboxes, trash cans, utilities,
vehicle overhang, etc.). Obstructions are common
along N Woodlawn Blvd., which is a primary
pedestrian route to Derby Hills Elementary that
connects to the Patriot Avenue sidepath. For
example, a simple improvement is to place mail
boxes behind the sidewalk rather that divert the
sidewalk around the mailbox.

» Offer buffers between sidewalks and streets
when possible. A sidewalk that abuts the street
is better than no sidewalk at all. Ideally, sidewalks
will be separated from the street by a minimum of
three to five feet on local streets. A buffer should
be required for all new developments, while more
detailed engineering design can help determine
the feasibility for retrofitting priority walking and
bicycling routes.

» Explore crosswalk bump outs on wide (36’)
residential streets. Bump-outs at intersections
reduce crossing distance for pedestrians, act to
slow traffic, and do not limit traffic flow.

» At crosswalks, direct pedestrians to other

sidewalks instead of into the middle of the
street (ADA truncated domes). It does not
make sense to place ADA truncated domes that
face diagonally into intersections. However, the
practice is all too common. It may seem trivial,
but pedestrians, especially those with sight
impairments should be directed toward sidewalks,
not the middle of the street.

Figure 3.17: Residential Street Walk Example (showing a 36’ pavement width, eliminate parking for a 28’ pavement width)
Directed Ped Crossings
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Figure 3.18: Derby Hills Elementary Safe Routes Example
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3. PARK ACCESS: WARREN RIVERVIEW PARK

Streetscape Features

Like schools, parks are a frequent destination for walking and bicycling
travelers. Parks should easily connect to the Derby hike and bike system
if not already located on the system. Most are well served. Figure 3.19
presents opportunities to enhance access to Warren Riverview Park, one
of Derby’s newest premier parks that today feels disconnected from the
community. Opportunities for improvement include:

» Offer an aesthetically pleasing path to the park from the West End
area. A sidewalk exists along the south side of W. Market Street from
the West End area. The path is a connection to the Derby hike and
bike system. Aesthetic installations such as landscaping, entryway
features, or an art walk are ideas that could advertise Warren
Riverview Park as a premier destination in Derby. These types of
features also act as informal wayfinding that indicates a path that
leads to some place special.

Rail Crossing Improvements

» Explore signage and additional pedestrian crossing safety at the

railroad - could include fencing adjacent to and crossing guards that
extend across the sidepath. The current pedestrian crossing at the
railroad features an at grade crossing. With anticipated increases in
pedestrian and bicycle traffic along the sidewalk, additional safety
opportunities could be explored. Coordination with the railroad and
budgeting for these safety improvements will take time but would be
warranted with high usage of the sidewalk.

» Treat the intersection at N Baltimore like the opportunities explored
for Rock Road. Pedestrian accommodations are in place at the Market
Street and N Baltimore Ave/K-15 intersection. The intersection could
become a gateway feature to the park using the ideas explored
previously for the Rock Road intersections.

Bicycle Boulevard Example

» Consider an alternative route to the park. A separate route to the
park that is designated primarily for walking and bicycling further
increases safety by separating vehicle and pedestrian conflict points.
Opportunities include:

○ A below grade path under the railroad. Under this scenario a path
goes under the railroad to connect to W Washington Street. This
concept does require acquisition of one private property to achieve
the distance needed for compliant grade decline.

○ Designate W Washington Street as a pedestrian/bicycle boulevard.
Few people have a need to drive on W Washington Street west of N
Baltimore Ave/K-15. Relatively minor adaptations, such as pavement
markings, special graphics, and wayfinding can makes these
“boulevards” ideal for pedestrian and bicycle use over vehicle use.
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Bicycle Boulevard Example
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Figure 3.19: Warren Riverview Park Accessibility Opportunities
N Baltimore Ave./K-15
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Treatments for other arterials are opportunities to increase the
comfort of crossing at Market St. and K-15
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4. MIXED-USE: EL PASO CROSSING

1

Perhaps the greatest way to improve walkability is through the initial
design of development. Integrating uses that households frequent on a
regular basis provides easy walkability through shorter walking distances.
As detailed previously in Chapter 3, mixed-use can mean commercial
and residential uses in the same building or in separate buildings on the
same development site. Figure 3.20 illustrates a sixty acre mixed-use
site example along Rock Road and Patriot Avenue. Relative to mixeduse design, the illustration demonstrates several features that promote
walkability and interaction:
1. Commercial uses along high traffic streets. Commercial uses could
include retail, food service, personal service, and office uses that serve
primarily the local resident population.

2

2. High density residential uses. Apartments, four-plexes, or other multifamily type uses border commercial areas with internal, ground level, or
underground parking.
3. Row home, townhome, and flat style development along a local street
that buffers from high density residential uses. These uses are medium
level density and are owner or rental uses. Some models could include
pods that accommodate universal design for elderly occupants.
4. Single dwelling unit residential. The transition from medium density
residential approaches more traditional neighborhood development styles
in Derby. However, lots are somewhat smaller at 5,000 - 6,000 square
feet.

2

5. Alley development. The illustration encourages alleys in new
developments. Alleys provide an opportunity for rear facing garages and
driveways that do not cross sidewalks. The space separation that alleys
provide for rear parking also allows homes to be built closer to the street,
a design feature proven to increase the comfort of walking.
6. Greenspace. An important design feature of mixed-use development
is having public greenspace. With the increased net density, greenspace
provides separation opportunities and outdoor areas for those living in
higher density buildings that do not have traditional yards. Additionally,
greenspace looks nice and increases the aesthetic appeal of a
neighborhood.
7. Pedestrian routes. As discussed throughout this plan, sidewalks
and pedestrian connections to adjacent development are required for
community wide walkability.
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3

Figure 3.20: Mixed-Use Concept Prototype
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5. LARGE DEVELOPMENT SITES

Drive Through Buffer with Path

Large development sites present special challenges to walkability.
Development trends and zoning regulations tend to favor large, single
use commercial sites. These sites evolved around the automobile leading
many people to never consider walking to a shopping center, restaurant,
or grocery store unless located in a traditional downtown environment.
Recent form-based zoning models and traditional neighborhood
development styles seek to fix the walkability challenges of these past
development styles. Additionally, the retail environment is changing
with more online shopping and changing consumer preferences. Figure
3.21 presents opportunities to make single-use commercial sites more
walkable, using the Marketplace shopping area in Figure 3.22 and little
Dillions site in Figure 3.24 as test examples. More discussion on mixed-use
development models are discussed in Chapter 4.

Same Buffer, View from Path

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
» Promote internal pedestrian circulation, crosswalk definition, and
give pedestrians access to all storefronts. A good rule is to have
defined pedestrian routes any time a person must leave their vehicle
or walk from outside the site.

» Seek opportunities to integrate with adjacent, higher density,
residential uses rather than separate uses. Explore buffers that still
allow connectivity. Incorporating commercial development with
adjacent higher density residential not only creates a neighborhood
where services are within walking distance but helps the future
success of commercial uses. Most often this can occur with smaller
blocks that have access driveways or internal streets that act as
buffers for intensity transitions. However, for large lots with no breaks
for streets, a pedestrian path provides the connection.

Buffer with Connectivity

Aldi Grocery

» Protect pedestrians in parking and drive areas. Internal pedestrian
systems should be more than painted markings. Ways to protect
pedestrians include curb definition, landscaping, and buffer strips.

» Add amenities such as benches, bike racks, plazas, fountains,
enhanced detention areas, etc. Large development sites can offer
unique opportunities for public spaces for people to eat or linger.
Perhaps some of the family is shopping while others choose to linger
outside. Figure 3.21 shows an example of a highly used public space in
a traditional suburban mall context with associated photo examples of
amenity improvements.

» Evaluate vehicle circulation to minimize conflict points. Like street
systems, parking lots can be made safer by reducing conflict points
between vehicles and vehicles to pedestrians. Relatively simple
redesigns of vehicle movements that limit driveways to parking lots
can greatly improve both pedestrian and motorist safety.
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View of Buffer and Path
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Figure 3.21: Enhanced Stormwater Feature example: West Des Moines, Iowa
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MARKETPLACE SOUTH AND LITTLE
DILLIONS- PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
IMPROVEMENT IDEAS

Figure 3.22: Parking Lot Redesign Opportunities

2

Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.24
show principles applied to the
Marketplace on Rock Road and
the Dillions area on Buckner
Street. Note these ideas are not
policy directions for the City to
require the existing property
owner to adopt. Merely examples
to model for future development
sites and zoning amendments.

2

5
Rock Road

1. Parking redesign to clarify
circulation and reduce conflicts
to increase safety. For example,
the Panera lot access points
are moved or eliminated for
pedestrian routes.

3

6
1

3

2. Uninterrupted separate
pedestrian entrance route.

2

3. Continuous path grid from
major streets to building fronts
with high visibility crossings.

Dillons

4. Sidewalk continuity along
interior “streets” along with
access management.

5

5. Pedestrian connections among
pad sites.

2

1

6. Possible redevelopment or
open space/amenity on surplus
parking areas.

1

7. Protected intersections and
crossings.

7

6. At the right is
an example of
an open space
amenity with
public art and
plantings to help
with stormwater
management.
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Figure 3.23: Redesign Example, Before and After,
One Pacific Place in Omaha, NE

Figure 3.24: Parking Lot Redesign Opportunities 2
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Figure 3.23 shows a completed
redesign of a strip mall parking
lot. The internal pedestrian system
is greatly improved through
separated sidewalks and natural
stormwater features to capture
and filter parking lot runoff.

3

1. Parking redesign to clarify circulation and reduce conflicts to increase
safety. For example, access points to Dillions are moved or eliminated for
pedestrian routes.
2. Uninterrupted separate pedestrian entrance route.
3. Continuous path grid from major streets to building fronts with high visibility crossings.
4. Sidewalk continuity along interior “streets” with access management.
5. Pedestrian connections among pad sites.
6. Possible redevelopment or open space/amenity on surplus parking area.
7. Protected intersections and crossings.
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6. ON-STREET BICYCLE LANES
In 2019 there was no on-street bicycle network in Derby other than a quartermile stretch on Red Powell Road. Not all bicyclists will feel comfortable riding
on the street. However, a designated on-street network with markings and
dedicated space for riding keeps bicyclists safe when there are not wide
enough sidewalks, reducing the potential for conflicts between pedestrians
and bicyclists, and offering more direct routes to commute by bicycle.

Marked and Signed Shared Street

A complete bicycle network should contain both off- and on-street bicycle
facilities that follows similar principles as the pedestrian network:
1. Connect destinations such as parks, public places, schools, and civic facilities.
2. Provide different facility options for different user groups. For example, facilities appropriate for people wanting to bicycle to work versus children
bicycling to school.

Parking and Multi-Use Shoulder

3. Increase the safety and comfort of users by reducing the potential for conflict with vehicles through street markings, signage, and intersection design.
4. Retrofitting existing streets in a cost effective manner when possible considering the priority routes identified in Figure 4.11.
5. Complement existing facilities such as the hike and bike paths to fill gaps in
reaching destinations or other transportation facilities.

APPLICATION
Different on-street facilities are appropriate for different contexts of street
width, traffic speeds, traffic volume, on-street parking, and the number of
driveways, among other factors. Generally, on-street facilities could include:

Advisory Bicycle Lane

Marked and Signed Shared Streets. Low-volume, low-speed streets identified
by signage, wayfinding, and shared use lane pavement markings, but no
major infrastructure changes. Often they are used to connect the network to
specific destinations.
Bicycle Boulevards. Low-volume, two-lane mixed traffic streets or groups
of streets with direct continuity. These may use special identification and
wayfinding signage, traffic calming devices, controlled major intersections,
and continuous sidewalks.
Parking and Multi-Use Shoulders. Areas within a two- or three-lane street
channel explicitly defined (usually by a white painted line) from travel
lanes for parking. Bicycles are intended to operate in travel lanes. Used in
conjunction with Bicycle May Use Full Lane sign and, optionally, shared lane
markings.
Advisory Bicycle Lanes. A shared roadway that clarifies operating positions
for bicyclists within shared travel lanes, typically used on segments that need
definition of territory for bikes but are not wide enough for conventional bike
lanes or multi-use shoulders.
Regular and Protected Bicycle Lanes. Roadways with specific one- or twoway lanes for exclusive use by bicycles, separated by a buffer from moving
travel lanes. Separation for protected lanes is accomplished by painted
buffers often with vertical definition or a raised curb.
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Protected Bicycle Lane
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JAMES STREET AND MADISON AVENUE-ON-STREET
BICYCLE FACILITY IDEAS

James Street Conditions (40 foot pavement width)

» Annual Average Daily Traffic: 3,500 - 4,500
vehicles per day.

There are several streets in Derby that were originally
designed for larger traffic volumes than they actually
experience today on a regular basis. While population
growth will add more average daily traffic volume,
several streets still warrant additional study to
reduce vehicle travel lanes to accommodate onstreet bicycle facilities. Other streets have low enough
traffic volumes to qualify for shared bicycle facilities.
For example, the recommended bicycle boulevard
on Washington Street described in Demonstration
Application number 3 for access to Warren Riverview
Park.

» Parking: Allowed on both sides of the street.
» Posted Speed Limit: 30 miles per hour.
» Context: Low density residential with individual
driveways onto the street for each property.
Possibility 1: Shared Parking Lane. Traffic volumes
are low enough to safely allow cyclists to ride on the
street with additional markings and notifications for
motorists. This design will not be comfortable for all
users, particularly those who do not regularly bicycle.

» 40 foot pavement width

Two demonstrations below illustrate how to implement
on-street bicycle retrofits on two different street
contexts.

» Parking on-street, both sides
» Parking + Bike lane on both sides – 9.5 feet wide
» Travel lane – 10.5 feet wide

JAMES STREET SHARED STREET
The City identifies James Street as a five foot bike
path route from Woodlawn Boulevard to Rock
Road. However, the five foot sidewalk is shared with
pedestrians and built next to the street curb. Five feet
is not adequate space for bicyclists and pedestrians to
share. Figure 3.25 and 3.26 shows two options to place
bicyclists on the street without reconstructing the
street for additional pavement width. Similar streets to
James Street include Kay Street, Tall Tree Road, and
portions of Woodlawn Boulevard.

1

On-street parking, both
sides

2

Parking + Bike lane on both
sides – 9.5 feet wide

3

Travel Lane – 10.5 feet wide

4

Shared street markings

Figure 3.25: James Street Shared Bicycle Street Possibility 1
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Possibility 2: On-Street Bicycle Lanes. An added layer
of safety and comfort on James Street could include
painted bicycle lanes. With limited pavement width,
this requires eliminating on-street parking on one side
of the street. Such an option would require the input
of neighbors and the desire for on-street parking.
Currently, there does not appear to be many cars
parked on both sides of the street.

1

Parking on-street, one side,
on the side with more driveways – 8 feet wide

2

Bike lane on both sides – 5
feet wide

3

Extra 2 feet bike buffer on
parking side

4

Travel lane – 10.5 feet wide

» 40 foot pavement width
» Parking on-street, one side, on the side with more
driveways – 8 feet wide

» Bike lane on both sides – 5 feet wide (extra 2 feet
buffer on parking side)

» Travel lane – 10.5 feet wide

Figure 3.26: James Street On-Street Bicycle Lanes Possibility 2
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Possibility: Bicycle Lane. Removing a vehicle travel
lane provides space for an on-street bicycle lane on
both sides of the street. A protected bicycle lane is the
preferred treatment because of the traffic volume and
potential speed. The bicycle lane also acts as a buffer
where the sidewalk in certain places currently abuts
the street.

MADISON AVENUE-ON-STREET BICYCLE FACILITY IDEAS
Madison Avenue is an example of a typical four-lane
minor arterial, or sometimes major collector, in Derby.
Other examples include Meadowlark Boulevard and
Buckner Street. These streets have an 8-10 foot hike
and bike path on one side of the street. On-street
bicycle facilities would help reduce conflicts between
pedestrians for commuting or recreational cyclists
who ride at faster speeds more comparable to vehicles
than walkers.

» ~51 foot pavement width
» No parking on the street
» Two travel lanes with center left turn lane

Using Madison Avenue as an example, Figure 3.27
illustrates converting the four-lane street to threelanes with a center turn lane to give more room
for bicyclists and crossing medians, or even a new
secondary curb that reuses the existing pavement
behind that curb in a creative, tactical way as a
protected bicycle lane.

» Travel Lane – 11 feet wide
» Center Turn Lane – 13-14 feet wide
» Bike lane on both sides
○ 7.5-8 foot wide for each bike lane, buffer, curb.

Madison Avenue Prototypical Conditions (~51 foot
pavement width east of Derby Middle School)

Curb Protected Bike Lane

» Annual Average Daily Traffic: 9,000 - 12,000
vehicles per day.

» Parking: Not allowed on the street.
» Posted Speed Limit: 35 miles per hour.
» Context: Low density residential, civic uses, and
commercial uses with limited driveway access
directly onto the street. Hike and bike path on one
side of the street.

Figure 3.27: Madison Avenue On-Street Bicycle Lane Possibility
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ADMINISTRATION
Administration of walkable development begins with this document
that should act as a policy guide for the future. However, the ideas and
opportunities presented in this chapter are just that. Administration of
walkable development requires a coordinated effort between the City,
schools, the development community, and the business community. The
next chapter, Implementation, provides detailed action items to begin
implementation in accordance with the administration policies below:

1. CREATE A LAND USE PLAN THAT INCLUDES A MIX OF USES AND DENSITIES
WITHIN NEIGHBORHOODS AND COMMERCIAL AREAS.
The City’s land use plan, created as part of the comprehensive plan,
should encourage a mix of uses in walkable nodes, rather than isolating
residential, commercial, and civic uses into different parts of the
City. Nodes should provide areas for higher density uses, typically at
intersections, along major streets, or near commercial centers. This layout
makes walking and bicycling feasible, since destinations are closer to
homes.

2. CONTINUE POLICY TO USE WALKABLE DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES FOR
PUBLIC PROJECTS.
The City incorporates design conducive to walking and bicycling
into public building projects. Madison Avenue Central Park is a great
example with the parking lot design and integrated path systems. These
efforts should continue to act as case studies for implementing zoning
amendments.

3. MAINTAIN DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR BUILDINGS AND LANDSCAPING.
The design and placement of buildings and landscaping can greatly affect
whether neighborhoods and commercial centers feel “walkable”. The
City should monitor and adjust its high quality building and site design
guidelines for mixed-use areas and nodes by working with the community
and recommendations in this plan.
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Derby Bicycle Programming

CHAPTER 03

4. COORDINATE WITH PRIVATE DEVELOPERS TO DISCUSS BARRIERS TO
BUILDING MIXED-USE AND MIXED DENSITY DEVELOPMENTS.

Derby Watertower

Outdated city regulations can inadvertently get in the way of the kind
of the desired neighborhoods to build. Over time, officials can become
accustomed to the norm of the zoning code. However, developers often
have the best insight on where the code does not meet the market and
can help the City identify issues in their subdivision or zoning codes.
Developers may also be concerned about what the market can bear.
The public realm may be able to help absorb some of the risk of building
certain types of development, through cost-sharing programs for
infrastructure, or by performing a market study. While opportunity zoning
updates for quality mixed-use development are provided in this plan,
the public and private sector should work together to identify additional
barriers, and put together a plan for how to overcome them.

5. SEEK PARTNERSHIPS TO PROMOTE WALKING AND BICYCLING BEYOND
DESIGN AND REGULATORY REVISIONS.
Public art programs/walks. Public art programs show how art can
enliven an area. Public art on the street encourages pedestrian traffic
and provides a place for neighbors to engage with their neighborhood
and with each other. Public art is a great asset and one way to ensure
its continuation is to establish a formal public art program or establish
a commission that is charged with selecting and fundraising for new
artworks or paths.
Inter-organizational coordination. Derby coordinates with many local
organizations already. This should continue while looking for other
possible topics that might bring together many organizations under one
common cause for walkable design. As communication and relationships
are established, new funding opportunities may arise.
School District. The school district is a key partner to verify critical
walking routes to schools and where to prioritize costs. Schools can also
provide educational support for walking and bicycling, programming for
student walking groups (“Walking School Buses”), and targeting grant
funding.
Walking and Bicycle Friendly Community designation. In addition
to recognition as a good bicycling environment, many observers
also consider Walking and Bicycle Friendly Community status to be
an indicator of overall community quality. As such, it is a significant
community marketing tool, and reinforces substantial efforts in balanced
transportation development.
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6. ADOPT AN ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION OR COMPLETE STREETS POLICY.
A complete streets policy officially states the community’s desire to
offer options for active living choices and to make policy decisions that
are more bike friendly and walkable. Such a policy can be drafted and
adopted by resolution for all City departments to follow.

Madison Avenue Central Park

An Active Transportation Advisory Committee formed in conjunction
with the policy could act as a link between the active transportation
community and city and county governments. The committee scope
includes review of city, school, and other public projects that affect
or address bicycle and pedestrian access, identifying and addressing
problems, advising City staff on specific issues, and assisting with public
and private implementation of this plan. Other responsibilities are likely to
emerge over time, potentially including such areas as legislation, technical
planning, and educational programs.

7. EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ON HOW BICYCLES, CARS, AND PEDESTRIANS CAN ALL
SHARE THE ROAD SAFELY.
Survey comments indicated many issues with distracted driving and
confusion on when pedestrians have the right-of-way. A public education
campaign can go a long way toward reducing safety conflicts when
drivers know about walking and bicycling improvements and their
purpose. For example, the stopping rules for rectangular rapid flashing
beacons, which are not stop lights in the traditional sense, but also not a
free pass to perform a rolling stop through the crosswalk. Enforcement of
pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorist laws are a part of the process.

8. PILOT WALKABLE DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES.
A pilot project is a temporary installation of a concept to familiarize the
community with the design. A pilot project achieves several objectives
1. “Seeing is believing” – helping the public more fully understand walkable
development goals and directions.
2. Working the bugs out for effective, efficiently delivered on-the-ground
projects without spending the money on a the more permanent design.
3. Allows the City to measure a design’s success at promoting walkablity
and increasing safety.
Pilot projects do not only need to be in the public realm such as streets
and sidewalks. A public-private partnership with a business can show
retrofit opportunities in private development and “prove” the success of
new zoning regulations, design guidelines, and community preferences.
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CHAPTER 04

INTRODUCTION
The Walkable Development Plan is ideal to implement in new
development projects. Existing areas can also adapt for walkable
development. However, retrofitting existing areas for walkability
improvements will not happen all at once because of limited staff
resources, private property ownership, and gradual funding streams.
Therefore, the City of Derby should prioritize projects that will have
the greatest benefit to create walking and bicycling connections and
improvements. Additionally, the City needs to create the policy framework
to allow and require developments that are friendly toward walking and
bicycling. This chapter helps set the implementation actions for a walkable
community. Action steps include:

» Regulatory Revisions - Where do current policies and laws

discourage walking and bicycling and can revisions encourage,
and when necessary, require walking and bicycling in development
proposals?

» Plan Capital Improvements - How much will public walkability
improvements cost and how should the City phase these
improvements efficiently over time?

» Develop Priority Implementation Criteria - What projects should
happen first for the greatest benefit?

» Identify Funding Sources - What funding sources are available to

supplement local funding for walkability improvements and what
funds can help stimulate private market response?
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REGULATORY OPPORTUNITIES
Local zoning and subdivision regulations are foundational laws that
shape walkability. Sometimes it is not the intent to impact walkability, but
examples include:

» Wording and overly restrictive statements.
» Direct standards for walkability are not in place.
» Regulations that are subjective and unspecific on walkability
accommodations. This leaves room for variation and “exceptions” to
pass as evidenced by recent development projects that lack the full
accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclists.
The previous Chapters are the basis for the identified opportunities in this
section.

CONTEXT OF WALKABLE AREAS

Standards for “Walkable
Areas” could include
mixed-use, medium,
and high density
designations on the
future land use map. Or
alternatively, specific
zoning districts, PUDs,
and future new mixeduse districts.

Walkable development standards should differ by an area’s context in
the community. However, all areas of the community must accommodate
walking to the appropriate extent. The subdivision regulations and
zoning district regulations should specify separate standards for areas of
different context. For example, industrial versus residential areas.
This section provides a series of opportunities for Derby’s existing zoning
and subdivision codes to support walkable developments. Some of the
ideas are directly related to changing standards and others are additions
for future zoning amendments. Opportunities fall under the following
categories and are organized by “low hanging fruit” (those relatively easy
to achieve) versus “high hanging fruit” (those that will take more time,
discussion, or resources to achieve) within desired walkable areas such as
the priority routes in Figure 4.11 shown later in this section and mixed-use
areas in the comprehensive plan.

» Mixed-Use Development
» Urban Form
» Site Access and Connectivity
» Parking
» Public Spaces and Greenspace
Note that each off these opportunities alone do little to improve
walkability. For example, shorter block lengths mean little if crosswalks
lack appropriate pedestrian accommodations. Therefore, a combination of
opportunities is most effective for walkable development.
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MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
There are few opportunities to mix residential and non-residential land uses under the current zoning regulations.
Existing districts should be amended to allow residential and non-residential development more easily. Under the
current district framework, the following amendments, or combination of, are options to allow mixing of land uses:

WHY?
When common destinations (home, work, recreation) are within a half mile, people will more often choose to walk,
even if only on occasion.

LOW HANGING
OPPORTUNITY 1: ALLOW MIXING OF COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL USES.
Description. No district except the B-4, Central Shopping District, allows both residential and non-residential uses
by right. Residential and non-residential uses together could be allowed in more districts by right, or under a new
district. Just because a district allows mixed-use does not mean mixed-use is required. The market will determine
the appropriate mix. The examples below show different ways of mixing uses. Vertical mixed-use applies mostly
to upper story residential with ground floor commercial or live/work units with business operations separated
from living. Horizontal mixed-use applies more to mixing services into neighborhoods which is more easily
accomplished under one zoning district.

Figure 4.1: Vertical Mixed-Use

1

Figure 4.2: Horizontal Mixed-Use

2

1. Figure 4.1 Vertical Mixed-Use.
Vertical mixing of uses means
that residential and non-residential uses are located on different
levels of the same building.
2. Figure 4.2 Horizontal MixedUse. Horizontal mixing of uses
means that a combination of residential and non-residential uses
are located in different buildings
within the same zoning district.

Candidate districts to allow mixed-use must, at a
minimum, regulate certain design elements to ensure
undesirable elements of non-residential uses are
minimized toward residential uses while still connecting
uses.

» Building Arrangement. Avoid a site layout that
includes a series of individual, unrelated, and
wholly independent parcels without pedestrian
and vehicle connections. Service and utility areas,
facilities, and operations should be oriented on a
side of buildings that does not front on or most
directly face street right-of-way or private street
easements and that are internal to a block.
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» Vehicle Use Areas. For mixed-use areas, parking
lots and driveways usually have the highest
potential effect on adjacent uses. Similar to other
recommendations in Chapter 3, parking lots
and vehicle use areas should be screened with
landscaping that generally includes a buffer at
least 30” in height. Ideally, all parking lots are
constructed as interior parking courts for nonresidential and multi-family uses.

» Public Spaces. Plazas, courtyards, and other public
spaces can separate large buildings from smaller
residential uses, but also provide outdoor spaces
for more dense vertical mixed-use buildings with
residences that do not have yards.

CHAPTER 04

» Pedestrian Areas. Another way to limit the influence of vehicles in a mixed-use area is to prioritize
pedestrians. As discussed throughout this plan, there are many recommendations for sidewalks from parking
areas, pedestrian crossing visibility, site furnishings, lighting, and public spaces. All of these elements help
slow traffic and provide opportunities to transition from non-residential to residential uses.

» Alleys. Alleys provide many benefits for mixed-use areas and land use transitions. Alleys provide access
to utilities, waste receptacles, and rear-loaded garages. The width of an alley also provides a buffer space
between uses.

OPPORTUNITY 2: SECTION 413, COMBINE THE EXISTING PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (PUD) DISTRICT FRAMEWORK.
Description. Currently, PUDs are separated between residential and non-residential PUDs. PUDs are meant to
provide flexibility in development, and therefore, should also allow flexibility in uses. Combining the two PUD
districts into one PUD would allow residential and non-residential uses under one district. PUDs could still be
developed as all residential or all non-residential uses. However, the option is available for a mixed-use PUD
application. Standards for a combined PUD can be similar to existing language and procedures with the following
additional criteria:
1. Use the recommendations throughout the Walkable Development Plan to guide development review, but still
allow deviations as identified, especially to encourage creative streetscape design, increase buffering and
landscape material size and quantity, and to provide pedestrian amenities.
2. Retail, service, civic, office, and various types of residential land uses may be combined. The distribution and
location of land uses should be consistent with an approved plan.
3. Each construction phase in a PUD includes a complete pedestrian system, providing access to all residential
lots or sites and major activity centers within the construction phase.

HIGH HANGING
OPPORTUNITY 3: CREATE A MIXED-USE DISTRICT.
Description. Some communities have a standalone district designated to allow mixed-uses, similar to a combined
PUD district. This allows a wide range of land uses by right once zoning is established. Mixed-use district locations
should generally follow the guidance of the land use plan in the Comprehensive Plan. Features of a district should:
1. Accommodate all modes of transportation systems and their relationship with surrounding uses.
2. Allow a range of residential, workplace, and service uses. Place conditional review or prohibit agriculture, medium/heavy industrial uses, and large scale single use developments.
3. The development standards for the district should be based on the context of desired mixed-use nodes within
Derby on the future land use plan. Two mixed-use districts with different intensities are also an option to account for different contexts. For example, a mixed-use 1 district allowing residential and commercial uses and
a mixed-use 2 district allowing high-density residential, commercial, and business park uses.
4. Set front setback maximums for a more comfortable walking environment (a maximum front setback of 12-18
feet).
5. Ensure overly strict buffers such as solid walls are not required between different uses, but instead regulate
intensity through public spaces, greenways, and landscaping.
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URBAN FORM
Urban form is directly shaped by the zoning and subdivision ordinances. The location of buildings, building scale,
parking, and paths influence the safety and comfort of walking and bicycling. Many of the existing zoning design
criteria for non-residential uses address building form, scale, and connections.

LOW HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS 500 OFF-STREET PARKING (A3) & INTERNAL TRAVEL LANE WIDTHS.
Consider reducing the minimum drive aisle width in certain contexts. An acceptable standard are parking drive
aisles not more than 24 feet wide, while internal vehicle lanes could be as low as 10.5 feet for residential, retail,
personal service, and food service uses along the priority walkable routes in Figure 4.11 and future paths shown in
the comprehensive plan. This should not apply to emergency vehicle routes within a large development site.

WHY?
Narrower vehicle lanes slow traffic and reduce the length of crosswalks to increase pedestrian safety within sites.

HIGH HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS FRONT SETBACK MAXIMUMS.
Provide a range of front setback maximums along priority walkable routes and mixed-use areas in the
comprehensive plan.

WHY?
Like discussed in the Mixed-Use District section, a front setback maximum along priority routes and mixed-use
areas can ensure some interaction with the street to increase the comfort of pedestrians and encourage parking
behind buildings. Ideally, architectural design standards would complement front setback maximums to ensure
quality buildings and prevent long stretches of blank walls.

OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 603 BLOCKS (B) SIZES.
Limit block length to 600 feet or a block perimeter of 2,400 feet in mixed-use or high density residential areas.
When block lengths longer than 600 feet are necessary, the street has average daily traffic under 15,000 vehicles
per day, and a posted speed limit under 40 miles per hour, a mid-block pedestrian crossing could be used to
provide a crossing opportunity. The crossing should include a painted crossing, flashing crossing sign, and/or a
full traffic stoplight on high volume blocks. Mid-block crossings could be excluded at locations with more than
four traffic lanes and speed limits over 40 miles per hour or on streets with traffic under 500 vehicles per day.

WHY?
Smaller blocks improve walkability by providing more route choices and breaks so pedestrians do not feel
abandoned. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 are two examples of contexts in Derby. From a motorist perspective, shorter
block lengths reduce the time to reach higher speeds. Shorter block lengths are most beneficial in mixed-use
environments where there are storefronts and destinations pedestrians want to reach. Applying maximum block
lengths should be combined with other urban form and connectivity opportunities to have a benefit.
2,176 feet

Figure 4.3: Long Block Length

Chet Smith Ave
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Figure 4.4: Right Size Block Length

~600 feet

Madison Ave
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SITE ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY
Access management and adequate connectivity is necessary throughout Derby to ensure all routes lead to a
destination. The City continues to excel in trail connectivity throughout the community.

LOW HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS 303 MISCELLANEOUS REQUIREMENTS (H) ACCESS TO BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL
DISTRICT.
Allow pedestrian access between residential and commercial/industrial districts.

WHY?
A beneficial quality of mixed-use environments is connectivity between uses. However, while single-use districts
will always remain in Derby, there is no need to prohibit pedestrian access between residential areas and a
potential more direct, shorter route to commercial destinations or employment centers.

OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS 304 SCREENING AND LANDSCAPING (I) SCREENING AND LIGHTING.
Do not allow walls to be used as the sole screening method along side and rear lot lines and when applied, require
breaks where public paths, easements, public spaces, destinations, or sidewalks are present or planned. If the
development is proposed under one site plan, require pedestrian cross connections between commercial and
residential uses.

WHY?
Walls and fences create barriers for walkability. While private property owners should have a right to install a wall
or fence, a site should not be designed with a continual wall when there are opportunities to make pedestrian
connections today or in the future. Examples where paths are possible include detention areas, utility easements,
and drainage ways. The wall behind the Marketplace on Rock Road is an example of a screening application that
prevents a mid-section connection to future development areas.

OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 602 STREETS (F) FUTURE EXTENSION OF STREETS.
Include language explicitly stating that pedestrian ways shall be extended to the boundary of the subdivision to
provide access to future subdivisions.

WHY?
While it may be assumed that pedestrian ways will be extended, the regulations leave room for interpretation. This
reinforces other parts of the regulations that support pedestrian connectivity.

Sidewalk Context

Sidewalk Context

Sidewalk Context
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SITE ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY (CONTINUED)
OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 603 BLOCKS (C3) PEDESTRIAN AND ACCESS WAYS.
Be more objective in pedestrian and access way requirements for new subdivisions. In all zoning districts,
pedestrian and access ways and/or easements should be provided:

» On and through cul-de-sacs to abutting streets, schools, parks, and public open spaces when feasible and
fiscally practical given environmental or man-made constraints. Figure 4.6 shows an example.

» When a block is more than 600 feet in length, a mid-block pedestrian route provided when feasible and
fiscally practical given environmental or man-made constraints.

» When adding an access way will reduce walking or bicycling distance at least 50 percent or more than 400
feet, whichever is less, to specified destinations such as schools, parks, and commercial areas. Figure 4.5
shows an example.
These types of pedestrian easements can be combined with utility and drainage easements, with landscaping
maintained under the HOA (if present) or individual property owners as would be under typical easements in the
City of Derby.

WHY?
Connectivity and direct routes are a key contributor to walkable development and the comfort of walking and
bicycling.

OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 700 REQUIRED IMPROVEMENTS (L5).
Require that walls and fences allow pedestrian access according to the pedestrian and access ways as identified
in Section 603 C (3) of the subdivision regulations noted above.

WHY?
Connectivity and direct routes are a key contributor to walkable development and the comfort of walking and
bicycling.

Figure 4.5: Example Pedestrian Accessway to Development Areas, Grimes, IA
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Figure 4.6: Example Pedestrian Accessway to Park, Grimes, IA
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HIGH HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 602 STREETS (C) ACCESS CONTROL.
Further limit the number of street access points on collector and arterial streets for all uses to reduce the
possibility of weaving, lane shifts, or other conflicts in travel lanes. The City should regulate the following items in
the development or redevelopment of sites:

» As required in 2020, access points on undivided arterial and collector streets should be placed directly across
from each other. The alignment minimizes conflicting movements on or off the main street, allowing motorists
to focus more attention on other conflict points.

» New access points should be placed outside the corner clearance of nearby intersections and other existing
access points to maintain the safety and capacity of the street and limit the number of crossings with the
sidewalk. Possible minimum spacing criteria are shown in Figure 4.7.

» Specific spacing requirements can also be designated for a street based on a traffic impact study developed
by a licensed professional Traffic Engineer in the State of Kansas. Cities such as Olathe, KS have transportation
impact study guidelines as part of their access management plan.

WHY?
Minimum access spacing provides drivers with sufficient perception-reaction time to minimize the number of
potential conflicts to address at once. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show differing contexts with the number of decision
points. Fewer decisions improves safety for both motorized and non-motorized traffic. Additionally, fewer access
driveways encourage shared access points and cross-connections that make streets more efficient and safe.

FIGURE 4.7: POSSIBLE FULL ACCESS MINIMUM SPACING CRITERIA
Posted Speed Limit or 85th Percentile
Speed (higher speed) (miles per hour)
40 mph or greater
< 35 mph

Roadway Functional Classification

Access Spacing*
(centerline to centerline) (feet)

Arterial (Major / Minor)+

660

Collector (Major)

440

Collector (Minor)

220

* The spacing standards are for full access. Restricted access (right-in, right-out), should be half the amount shown provided that a physical median restricts left turns.
No reduction shall be made on local streets, but the spacing criteria does not need to be applied relative to the other access points on the opposite side of the street or
driveways to single-family, duplex, or townhome/row house uses.
Reductions for residences fronting on minor collectors are not recommended but could be allowed by special exception.
No reduction shall be made when measuring from highway ramps, existing or planned traffic signals, or roundabouts.
+ For access requirements on K-15 Highway, reference the most current edition of KDOT’s Access Management Policy.

Figure 4.8: Undesirable Access Management (Highway 71B, Fayetteville, AR)

Figure 4.9: Desirable Access Management with a Frontage Road
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SITE ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY (CONTINUED)
ADDITIONAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUNCTIONAL
ACCESS MANAGEMENT INCLUDE:
Corner Clearance. Corner clearance is the distance
required between an arterial street intersection and
the nearest access on the side street at a corner
development. Corner clearance is important for
walkable development. It reduces conflict points
and congestion for motorists to keep attention at
the intersection where pedestrians may be crossing.
Additionally, inadequate corner clearance can
slow traffic operation, reduce safety, and increase
capacity problems. Queues can block access on the
intersection approaches for left-turning vehicles or
result in delays for right-turning vehicles. Similarly,
inadequate corner clearance can cause sudden
deceleration or stops for right turns into the receiving
leg of an intersection, as well as delays for leftturning vehicles trapped by queues from the opposite
direction. Regulations should consider the following
design criteria:

» The first access point from an arterial street
intersection should be outside the corner
clearance area of that intersection so that vehicles
turning into and out of the side road entrance do
not affect traffic on the arterial street.

» The corner clearance distance is important to
address before the site plan is approved when
an access point on the lesser classified street will
be constructed or modified as part of a corner
development along an arterial street.

» Minimum spacing between driveways and
intersections could follow those listed in Figure
4.7 for full access driveways and restricted access
driveways.

Figure 4.10: Right-in/right-out access on the east side of N. Rock Road (between
Meadowlark Blvd. and E. Tall Tree Road)

4

» Only use triangle islands when there is a raised
arterial street median. Including a raised median
reduces the number of conflict points at the
access point intersection, which should increase
safety with proper traffic movement.

○ Without a raised median on the main street
to restrict left-turning movements, the rightin/right-out island designs can have reduced
effectiveness. Figure 4.10 shows a right-in/
right-out design with a two-way left-turn lane
(TWLTL) in the median instead of a raised
median. Similar Kansas communities have
estimated the proper use of this right-in/rightout design at approximately 75 percent, with
some drivers turning left from the main street
into the exit and drivers turning left out of the
entrance.

» The raised median should extend a minimum of
150 feet on either side of the centerline of the
right-in/right-out access to discourage wrong turn
movements.

» Raised triangular islands must be large enough to

1

2
Rock Road

Right-In/Right-Out Restricted Access Controlled by
Islands. Right-in/right-out access is typically used on
arterial streets in developed areas where the corner
clearance of adjacent access points provide a window
for right-turns but not left-turns. The City generally
has allowed restricted access driveways from arterial
streets to use access point islands (sometimes
referred to as “pork chop” or triangular islands). These
are meant to channelize right turns, prohibit one or
more left turns, and sometimes provide pedestrians
with refuge. However, this type of island is most
effective when used in conjunction with a raised
median on the arterial street. Regulations should
consider the following design criteria:

3
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be seen and designed to prevent the prohibited
movement(s). The AASHTO manual, “A Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2011
Edition” recommends the smallest triangular island
be no smaller than 50 square feet in urban areas
and 75 square feet in rural areas. However, 100
square feet is preferred for both.
1. ~60 foot triangular island
2. Two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL)
3. Access queue lane
4. Misleading left-turn arrow
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SITE ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY (CONTINUED)
OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 602 STREETS (J) CUL-DE-SACS
Along priority walkability routes reduce the maximum cul-de-sac length to 300 feet and identify that loop streets
are preferred over cul-de-sacs when feasible and fiscally practical given environmental or man-made constraints.
A step further is to prohibit cul-de-sacs altogether except to preserve environmental features, or where
connections are not possible because of existing buildings or protected areas.

WHY?
Cul-de-sacs are necessary in some instances. However, cul-de-sacs most often reduce the opportunity for more
destinations within walking distance, increase travel times for all transportation modes, and increase public
infrastructure costs. They disrupt the wayfinding system when too long to see the end. When they are applied,
reserving continued pedestrian paths through the cul-de-sac is critical.

PARKING
Parking design and location influences walkable development by reducing buildable site area, increasing
development cost (and thus reductions in pedestrian amenities), and can increase vehicle/pedestrian conflict
points.

LOW HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, 501 REQUIRED PARKING SPACES (A) MINIMUM REQUIRED PARKING.
Reduce the minimum parking space area for most uses. For example, reduce retail commercial, office, and service
uses to 1 space per 400 s.f. of gross floor area.

WHY?
The future of personal car transportation is uncertain. But even if existing travel habits remain unchanged,
parking is often oversupplied as shown by the vast amount of unused parking lots on any given day, even Black
Friday (the day after Thanksgiving). Large parking lots disrupt urban form and create vast areas of concrete in
commercial areas that do not cater to walking and bicycling.

OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, PARKING LOT DESIGN STANDARDS.
There are no detailed standards that require equally applied accommodations for pedestrians across large
parking lots. Regulations could require any parking lot over 100,000 square feet to be broken into 40,000 square
foot areas divided by internal eight foot pedestrian paths. The paths should also be extended and connected to
other buildings in a commercial center so a visitor can park once and safely access all building fronts by foot if
desired. The pedestrian paths are designed to separate pedestrians from vehicles by providing protected paths
within parking areas which lead to store, building, or shopping center entrances.

WHY?
Parking lots are some of the most unsafe areas for pedestrians because
of the number of vehicle and pedestrian conflict points. Each person
that exits their car becomes a pedestrian and should be accommodated
accordingly, even for the relatively short trip from the car to the
storefront.

Parking Lot Paths
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PARKING (CONTINUED)

HIGH HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, BICYCLE PARKING STANDARDS.
Bicycle racks should be required for commercial, recreation, government,
and multi-family uses with racks placed near entrances and on flat
surfaces. An example standard for parking lots with more than 25 parking
spaces is to require a number of bicycle parking spots equal to five
percent of the total vehicle parking provided, with a minimum of one twobike capacity rack. The spaces should be bicycle racks secured to prevent
easy removal, bicycle lockers, or bicycle posts or bollards expressly
designed for secure storage. In general, the location should be at least as
convenient to the main entrance of the building as the most convenient
car parking stall.

WHY?

Bike Rack Near Entrance

Bike Rack Near Entrance

Derby continues to do great work to expand the bicycle network.
However, when a bicyclist reaches their destination and there is not a
place to lock up their bike they lose confidence in the system.

OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, PARKING LOT LOCATION.
Prohibit parking areas and lots with more than one line of stalls between
buildings and the primary street frontage. Exceptions can be granted in
the B-3 district when pedestrian and landscaping accommodations such
as three foot high berms, shrubs, and pathways are provided, as required
today.

WHY?
Parking location disrupts the urban form and comfort of pedestrian routes
and increases the travel time from street routes to storefronts.

OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, 501 REQUIRED PARKING SPACES (A)
MINIMUM REQUIRED PARKING.
Eliminate all minimum parking requirements. Establish maximum parking
requirements for certain commercial uses and districts intended to be
walkable destinations. Alternatively, minimum parking requirements could
be gradually reduced over time to see how development responds and
whether further reductions would be acceptable while maintaining quality
site design.

WHY?
Parking is oversupplied in many commercial areas, usually a result of
zoning regulations. Oversupplied parking takes up land that could be
used for development and creates both unsafe and uncomfortable
walking environments. Parking maximums encourage other modes
of transportation while allowing more density and public space
opportunities.
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PUBLIC SPACES AND GREENSPACE

LOW HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS, 700 (F); ZONING REGULATIONS, APPENDIX C (5.H.2), DETENTION &
RETENTION POND DESIGN.
Stormwater management features can be great assets in commercial or more dense residential areas to provide
small “parks” for walking. There are no specific design standards for detention and retention ponds in the
subdivision regulations and the zoning regulations only reference landscaping design. Proper design for detention
or retention features and location should include paths, natural landscaping features that filter water, benches, or
other pedestrian features to make them a visible part of a development rather than a fenced off or hidden feature
that is not usable for pedestrians.

WHY?
Walkable development includes spaces for people to interact and public spaces when more dense mixed-use
areas limit lot sizes.

OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, LARGE DEVELOPMENT SITES WITH PUBLIC SPACE.
Design guidelines can specify that large development sites (with buildings over 50,000 square feet of floor area)
must provide public spaces to break up parking lots and complement building entrances. Examples include
plazas, courtyards, and pocket parks that are connected with the major building activities on site.

WHY?
Public spaces break up parking lots and areas that would otherwise be unused within large development sites.
These spaces can be opportunities for business activities to spill outside.

HIGH HANGING
OPPORTUNITY: ZONING REGULATIONS, 304 SCREENING AND LANDSCAPING (H) STREET TREES. & (L10).
Indicate that street trees shall be required and oriented next to pedestrian paths when present and reduce the
ratio to one tree every 250 square feet.

WHY?
Walkable environments provide relief from weather elements, sunlight in the case of trees, add to the comfort of
walking and bicycling.
Path Around Retention Pond

Street Trees and Landscaping
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLANNING

1. No Sidewalk to Park

Having a plan for walkable development is only beneficial if public funds are
planned to complete priority projects. Future CIP budgets should include
walkable design in cost estimates. Improvement costs will vary depending on
the context. However, prototypical estimates are rationalized below (in 2018
dollars, including a 20 percent contingency but excluding design, permitting,
and survey work typically between 15-20 percent of construction costs).

SIDEWALKS
Retrofitting sidewalks and connections mostly falls within the public realm and
relies on public funding and grants. The cost to install sidewalks into existing
neighborhoods will vary depending on the amount of right-of-way available,
utility locations, and other obstructions. However, for a neighborhood without
sidewalks as shown in image 1, a five foot sidewalk on one side of a 660 foot
block costs about $70K - $100K, or $106-$151 per linear foot. Retrofitting
sidewalks, that were initially built at the curb shown in image 2 to include a
minimum three foot landscaping strip cost about $80K - $120K, or $121-$182
per linear foot, for one side of a block.
For new developments, the City should plan and enforce walking and
bicycling improvements to coordinate with other planned infrastructure
improvements. This could include coordinating with water and sewer
lines projects, new development or redevelopment, or road projects. Any
improvement to the street or nearby infrastructure (sewer or water), should
consider pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

2. Sidewalk on Curb

3. No Intersection Landing

INTERSECTIONS
Intersection improvements on existing roads should use the priority criteria in
the next section to determine whether the costs are worth the benefits. For
example, if an intersection has high accident rates, a nearby land use change
increases walking and bicycling traffic, or the need for walking and bicycling
in the area increases (parks, medical offices, civic buildings).

4. Pedestrian Overpass

Methods that increase safety also increase costs. For example, a simple
ADA compliant crossing treatment with domes and vertical high visibility
striping for an intersection like image 3, ranges from $7K - $12K per quadrant.
A second tier of safety on a four-lane intersection that includes a typical
crosswalk with colored concrete, pedestrian leading signals, and corner
landscaping can range from $100K - $150K. A higher safety tier of a protected
intersection with lane modifications, a pedestrian median, colored crosswalks,
and leading pedestrian signal can range from $300K - $400K from one major The highest crossing safety feature
arterial intersection (six lanes).
is eliminating at-grade crossings
with a pedestrian bridge, as shown
over Rock Road near McConnell
Air Force Base in image 4. For only
construction, lead up, and an eight
Improving existing private development will rely on property owners.
foot path connection, a bridge
However, with updated zoning regulations private property owners must
about 300 feet in length can cost
comply when doing significant site improvements.
$1 - $1.5 million+ (costs will vary
greatly depending on the location,
Private development can benefit from state and national grants for walkability,
type of bridge, length, and added
which the City could partner. A sample of grants is in the Appendix. Costs
design costs).
for these types of improvements vary. For example, a retention pond built as
a recreation feature (3 acres) with seating and lighting ranges from $70K $100K, while only internal sidewalks will cost similar to public sidewalks.

INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT SITES
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FUNDING SOURCES
KANSAS STATE FUNDING
» Small Cities Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). The CDBG Program allows Kansas cities and
counties to improve their community through funding distributed by the Department of Commerce. These
funds must benefit low- and moderate-income individuals and/or remove or prevent slum or blight conditions.

FEDERAL FUNDING
The federal government has numerous programs and funding mechanisms to support pedestrian projects, most
of which are allocated by the US DOT to state, regional, and local entities. In many cases, state and regional
entities administer these funds to local agencies through competitive grant programs.
FAST ACT. The FAST (Fixing America’s Surface Transportation) Act became law in 2015 and remains at present
the primary source of transportation assistance. FAST programs include:

» The Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP). The Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) was
authorized by MAP-21 in 2012 and has been continued by the FAST Act, through federal fiscal year 2020.
Eligible project activities for TAP funding include a variety of smaller-scale transportation projects such
as pedestrian and bicycle facilities, recreational trails, safe routes to school projects, and community
improvements such as historic preservation, vegetation management, and some environmental mitigation
related to storm water and habitat connectivity. The TAP program replaced multiple pre-MAP-21 programs,
including the Transportation Enhancement Program, the Safe Routes to School Program, and the National
Scenic Byways Program.

» Surface Transportation Block Grant. The STBG provides funding that may be used by States and localities
for projects to preserve and improve the conditions on any Federal-aid highway, bridge and tunnel projects,
public road projects, pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, and transit capital projects. Bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure projects include ADA sidewalk modification, recreational trails, bicycle transportation, on- and
off-road trail facilities for non-motorized transportation, and infrastructure projects and systems that will
provide safe routes for non-drivers, including children, older adults and individuals with disabilities to access
daily needs.

» Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). This program funds projects consistent with the state’s
Strategic Highway Safety Plan. Within the context of this plan, it is most useful for helping to fund specific
safety infrastructure improvement projects.

OTHER FUNDING
» America Walks Community Change Micro Grant Program. This micro-grant program provides funding to
support grassroot efforts that aim to empower communities to develop safe, accessible, and enjoyable places
for active transportation.

» AARP Community Challenge. The AARP Community Challenge grant funds projects that improve overall
transportation and mobility options.

» Designing for Inclusive Health Micro Grant. This grant funds projects that support disability inclusion
strategies that make communities healthier through accessibility.
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PRIORITY IMPLEMENTATION CRITERIA
Enforcing new and retrofitting existing areas for a walkable environment
requires an incremental process that includes setting priorities and
evaluating new conditions along the way.
Evaluative criteria apply questions such as the following to specific policy
and project implementation when they are considered.

» Does the initiative encourage connections to important resources,
such as schools to neighborhoods?

» Does the initiative provide continuity and integrity to the surrounding
vicinity and overall system?

» Does the initiative create safer routes for pedestrians and bicyclists?
» Does the initiative generate community support or consensus?
» Does the initiative respond to a specific need for improved walking
and bicycling facilities?

» Does the initiative incorporate, or offer opportunities to leverage
outside funding sources, such as state grants or charitable
contributions?

» Is the engineering and costs feasible to construct?
The key to successful implementation will be to establish priorities based
on the specific benefits of the project.
The criteria for walkable developments and systems in Derby begins with
identifying individual destinations and the quarter-mile area surrounding
the destination or the most common corridor to reach them. These target
areas help establish a system of priorities that connect residents to
amenities in the community.

» Schools. Refer to the Safe Routes to School section in Chapter 2.
» Shopping Centers. Providing convenience to the West End, and
services along arterial streets.

» Employment Centers. Providing convenience between homes and
places of employment will allow people to travel to work by walking or
bicycling.

» Neighborhoods. Connecting residents to businesses, neighborhoods,
and workplaces, providing convenient trips by sidewalk.

» Parks and Trails. Derby has a solid plan for future trails. Prioritizing
the construction of trails to create loops between neighborhoods and
parks will increase their usability.

» Community Attractions and Service Centers. Safe and comfortable
routes within walking distance of libraries, museums, churches, the
Senior Center, and senior housing.
Figure 2.12 in Chapter 2 and replicated on the right in Figure 4.11 indicates
existing priority corridors for walking and bicycling improvements and
retrofits, while all new development sites should be subject to walking and
bicycling review.
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K-15

Rock Road

Figure 4.11: Priority Routes and Sites

Buckner St

Patriot Ave

Woodlawn Blvd

Meadowlark Blvd

Madison Ave

Chet Smith Ave
Top Priority Corridors
High Priority Corridors
Sub Priority Corridors
School
Commercial
Destination
Civic Destination
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FULL SURVEY INPUT
Administered online and available by paper from October 2018 through February 2019 with 72 total responses.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU WALK FOR ENJOYMENT OR TRAVEL?

Never

5.0%

Very Infrequently

13.5%

Infrequently

3.4%

w times a year
a few

w months
every few

Occasionally

22.0%

Regularly

28.8%

once or twice a month

once or twice a week

Frequently

27.1%

several times a week

0%

5%

10%

IF YOU WALK, WHY DO YOU WALK?
Percent of Total

Regular exercise or workout

84.9%

Commuting to work or school

5.7%

Shopping

22.6%

Routine errands

11.3%

Trips to parks or recreational facilities

60.4%

Trips to the library, museums, and similar places

18.8%

Going to meetings or in the conduct of business

1.9%

Social visits

24.5%

Family outings

37.7%

Walking pets

37.7%

I do not walk often

7.6%
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15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES
YOU AS A PEDESTRIAN?
Percent of Total
Confident and Fearless

9.4%

Committed Pedestrian

30.1%

Interested and Concerned

47.1%

Recreational Pedestrian

5.7%

Interested Non-Walker

5.7%

Non-Walker

1.9%

APPENDIX

HOW OFTEN DO YOU BIKE FOR ENJOYMENT OR TRAVEL?

Never

40.7%

Very Infrequently

15.3%

Infrequently

6.8%

Occasionally

17.0%

Regularly

13.7%

Frequently

6.8%

a few times a year

every few months

once or twice a month

once or twice a week
several times a week

0%

5%

10%

15%

IF YOU BIKE, WHY DO YOU BIKE?
Percent of Total

Regular exercise or workout

48.0%

Commuting to work or school

10.0%

Shopping

12.0%

Routine errands

12.0%

Trips to parks or recreational facilities

30.0%

Trips to the library, museums, and similar places

18.0%

Going to meetings or in the conduct of business

2.0%

Social visits

12.0%

Family outings

28.0%

Bicycle touring

6.0%

I do not ride a bike

20%

25%

30%

35%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST
DESCRIBES YOU AS A BICYCLIST?
Percent of Total
Confident and Fearless

1.9%

Committed Bicyclist

5.8%

Interested and Concerned

23.0%

Recreational Bicyclist

21.2%

Interested Non-Bicyclist

23.1%

Non-Bicyclist

25.0%

40.0%
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HOW WELL IS EACH DESTINATION SERVED BY BIKE
AND/OR PEDESTRIAN ACCESS?

HOW WELL IS EACH SCHOOL SERVED BY BIKE AND/OR
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS?

High Park

Derby Hills

Garrett Park

El Paso

Hand Park

Park Hill

Riley Park

Pleasantview

English Park

Swaney

Stone Creek Park

Tanglewood

Madison Avenue
Central Park

Faith Lutheran

Warren Riverview
Park

St. Mary Parish

Rock River Rapids
Aquatic Center

North Middle
School

Other Parks

Derby Middle
School

Marketplace
Shopping Area

Derby High School
0% 10%

Other Shopping
Areas

20% 30% 40%

Not well served,
many barriers

Public Library
0% 10%

20% 30% 40%

Not well served,
many barriers

50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Somewhat well served,
some barriers

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%

Somewhat well served,
some barriers

Well served,
few barriers

EFFECTIVE ACTIONS TO IMPROVE DERBY’S PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT

VERY EFFECTIVE OR EFFECTIVE - OVER 80% OF RESPONDENTS
» Constructing sidewalks on at least one side of all major streets
» Constructing sidewalks on other streets that have a lot of pedestrian use
» Providing sidewalks on at least one side of the street for a specific area around schools
» Better crossings at major streets
» More safe routes to school activities
» Sidewalk requirements for new development areas
» Providing protected area for pedestrians at crossings of wide streets

VERY EFFECTIVE OR EFFECTIVE - 60% - 80% OF RESPONDENTS
» Better project design
» More trail development
» Better markings at crosswalks
» Better design of sidewalk ramps at intersections
» Countdown crossing signals
» Sidewalks within residential areas
» Programs to encourage walking to school for kids within ½ mile of school
» Providing pedestrian paths within retail developments
» Installing pedestrian crossing signals at school crossings and other important locations
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% OF PARTICIPANTS REPORTING THE FACILITY IS COMFORTABLE FOR MOST USERS AND FOR THEMSELVES

Less than 50%

50% - 70%

Colored Crosswalks

Crosswalk

Signalized crosswalks

Residential intersection, no crosswalks

Sidewalk

Sidewalks next to
multi-lane street

Parking lots

Sidewalk

Sidewalks along commercial streets

Residential street, no
sidewalk

Crosswalks with markings and ped. signs
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% OF PARTICIPANTS REPORTING THE FACILITY IS COMFORTABLE FOR MOST USERS AND FOR THEMSELVES
(CONTINUED)

Over 85%

70% - 85%

Crosswalk

Pedestrian signalized
intersection

Crosswalks with
HAWK Beacon

Sidewalk

Crosswalk

Parking lots

Crosswalks with RRFB

Paths to storefronts

Sidewalk

Sidewalk next to street,
residential area

Sidewalk

Paths in front of storefronts

Complete Street

Sidewalk next to parking lots

Enhanced sidepath

Sidewalks, both sides

Separated path

Shared use path
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NOVEMBER 28, 2018 PUBLIC MEETING BOARDS
A public open house was held in November 2018 to inform and engage the community about walkable
communities and what that could mean for Derby. Attendees participated in a visual listening exercise where
they placed a dot to indicate how comfortable they would feel using these routes as pedestrians “comfortable,”
“neutral,” or “not comfortable.” The responses are shown below. Note, the color of the sticker does not matter.

Colored Crosswalks

Crosswalks with Markings & Signs

Rating
System

Comfortable
Neutral
Signalized Crosswalks

Residential intersection, stop signs
with no sidewalks

Sidewalk next to street - Residential
area

Pedestrian Signalized Intersection

Not
Comfortable

Residential Street with no sidewalk

Rating
System

Sidewalks on both sides of the street

Comfortable
Neutral

Parking Lots

Sidewalk next to parking lot

Parking Lots

Not
Comfortable

Sidewalk adjacent to multi-lane street
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NOVEMBER 28, 2018 PUBLIC MEETING BOARDS
A public open house was held in November 2018 to inform and engage the community about walkable
communities and what that could mean for Derby. Attendees participated in a visual listening exercise where
they placed a dot to indicate how comfortable they would feel using these routes as pedestrians “comfortable,”
“neutral,” or “not comfortable.” The responses are shown below. Note, the color of the sticker does not matter.

Rating
System

Paths separated from the street

Wide shared use paths

Comfortable
Neutral
Not
Comfortable

Sidewalks along commercial streets

Crosswalk Example

Crosswalk Example

Crosswalk Example (with HAWK
Beacon

Crosswalk Example (with Rectangular
Rapid Flash Beacon)

Rating
System

Crosswalk Example

Comfortable
Neutral

Sidewalk Example

Sidewalk Example
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Sidewalk Example

Enhanced Sidepath/Clearly Defined
Crossings

Not
Comfortable
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NOVEMBER 28, 2018 PUBLIC MEETING BOARDS
A public open house was held in November 2018 to inform and engage the community about walkable
communities and what that could mean for Derby. Attendees participated in a visual listening exercise where
they placed a dot to indicate how comfortable they would feel using these routes as pedestrians “comfortable,”
“neutral,” or “not comfortable.” The responses are shown below. Note, the color of the sticker does not matter.

Rating
System

Sidewalk Example

Sidewalk Example

Comfortable
Neutral

Complete Street with Bike Lanes and
Shared Use Path

Not
Comfortable
Paths to Storefronts

Paths to Storefronts
Ped only signal cycle
(“Denver scramble”)

Refuge medians

Defined RR crossing for
pedestrians

Yield markings at crosswalks

Special signs

Countdown signals

Defined crosswalks

Hybrid
(HAWK)

Right turn islands

Pedestrian pathways
through parking lots

Place a
dot on
ideas that
you think
apply to
and should
be used in
Derby
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NOVEMBER 28, 2018 PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS - WHAT WORKS?, WHAT
DOESN’T? WHERE ARE BARRIERS TO WALKING?
» Would like some crushed gravel walking paths through parks for jogging easy on knees
» Walking in the winter…what is the plan?
» Can the DRC step up to allow seniors to walk free of charge? Since tax dollars are used to fund the DRC.
» “Patriot Pathway”
» Fix Triple Creek/Patriot intersection
» Build sidewalks to Northbrook
» Construct access controls on Rock Road
» Provide east-west connection to Derby North Middle School
» Electric scooter rental like Uber
» More responsive traffic lights, Rock Road is good response
» Except for K 15 no sidewalks downtown are complete to the south of Woodlaw
» Increase crossing safety for crossing K 15 to get to Warren Park
» Sidewalks in older neighborhoods - Greenway-Lincoln for example
» Market Street to Woodlawn
» Roundabout at tall tree and Triple Creek is good for cars but not pedestrians
» Downtown – the “original Derby;” Beautiful Downtown Derby; South Side, Kay Street, Swaney, North and West
» No crossing path on Buckner between Patriot and Meadowlark. Tall Tree would be a good spot. Children living
west of Bucker here go to Derby Hills; too close for busing. Walking to school, 3-5 graders cross Buckner
daily.
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ONLINE WIKIMAPPING COMMENTS - ADMINISTERED OCT. 2018 TO FEB. 2019
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES
DEFINITIONS
BEACONS: HAWKS AND RRFBS
Pedestrian actuated signals. High-Intensity Activated crossWalK (HAWK)
signals often used as mid-block and for trail crossings and include flashing
yellow and solid red stop sequence.
Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) typically located at
intersections. RRFBs are small rectangular yellow flashing lights that
are deployed with pedestrian crossing warning signs. They are typically
actuated by a pedestrian push button and flash for a predetermined
amount of time, to allow a pedestrian to cross the roadway, before going
dark. RRFBs are warning devices and do not themselves create a legal
requirement for a vehicle to stop when they are flashing.

HAWK Beacon

GRADE SEPARATION
Overpass or underpass that separates bicycle and pedestrian traffic from
crossing arterial streets.

RRFB Beacon

HIGH VISIBILITY CROSSWALKS
Well-defined crosswalks, using durable reflective materials and typically
using continental or zebra/ladder crosswalk markings.

PEDESTRIAN REFUGE MEDIAN
Island in middle of a two-way street, allowing pedestrians and bicyclists to
see crossing traffic in one direction at a time from a protected place.

PROTECTED INTERSECTIONS
New intersection design providing a protected, high visibility corner
location for bicyclists and pedestrians with curbs that shorten the length
to cross the street at any one segment.

Continental/Zebra/Ladder
Crosswalk

Pedestrian Refuge Median

Protected Intersection
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DESIGN RESOURCES
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN GUIDANCE
Federal Highway Administration Guidance. Bicycle and Pedestrian Provisions of Federal Transportation
Legislation. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/bp-guid.cfm#bp4

BENEFITS OF STREET SCALE FEATURES
The Benefits of Street-Scale Features for Walking and Biking. American Planning Association. https://planningorg-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/publication/download_pdf/Benefits-of-Street-Scale-Features-WalkingBiking.pdf

PEDESTRIAN & BICYCLE SYSTEM DESIGN
National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO): https://nacto.org/
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO): https://www.transportation.org/

MID-BLOCK CROSSINGS
Kansas Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP). Kansas LTAP Fact Sheet. http://www2.ku.edu/~kutc/pdffiles/
LTAPFS11-Mid-Block.pdf
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CASE STUDY ORDINANCES
This section lists a selection of ordinances and policies from other communities
that use recommendations listed throughout this plan.

MIXED-USE DISTRICTS (PAGE 69)
Mason City, IA Zoning Ordinance 12-8. The ordinance contains a multi-use
district that “provides space for a mixture of retail, personal and business
service, office, lodging, automotive service, civic and medium to high density
residential uses necessary to support the needs of the overall community
and planned in a walkable arrangement.” https://www.masoncity.net/pview.
aspx?id=18189&catid=481
St Anthony, ID Zoning Code 17.06.090. The code offers two mixed-use
zones based on the intensity of development. The low intensity mixed-use
district (MU1) has an allowable housing unit density of up to 8 units per acre
and is intended to have a more residential style rather than commercial. The
moderate intensity mixed-use district (MU2) has a permitted housing unit
density of 16 units per acre with a special use permit and is more commercial in
style. https://perma.cc/5CKQ-EJA7
Andover, KS Zoning Regulations. Several mixed-use districts are available
based on development context. These include a Multiple-family / Mixed
Residential District, Neighborhood Transition / Mixed Use District, and
Mixed Industrial / Commercial District. https://www.andoverks.com/143/
Planning-Zoning

MID-BLOCK CROSSINGS (PAGE 72)
Defined Policy:
Brentwood, TN Policy. The purpose of the City of Brentwood Mid-Block
Crossing Policy is to outline the conditions and process for determining
where mid-block pedestrian crossings may be installed and the appropriate
pavement markings and signage for such crossings. www.brentwoodtn.gov/
departments/mid-block-pedestrian-crossings.
Defined Ordinance:
Dubuque, IA Unified Development Code 11-14. Requires mid-block crossings
for large block lengths. “All blocks which exceed 1,000 feet in length shall
be provided with a mid-block pedestrian access easement. Easements shall
be provided in all blocks where the City Planner determines, that due to
topography, physical constraint, or excessive block length such easement
would benefit the health and welfare of the public. https://www.cityofdubuque.
org/DocumentCenter/View/1828/UDC-PDF-file?bidId=
Broader Ordinance:
Oklahoma City, OK Municipal Code 32-75. When the Commission finds that
pedestrian congestion requires the installation of a crosswalk at a location
other than intersections, the Commission is authorized to instruct the Public
Works Department to install and maintain official traffic control signals and
appropriate devices, markings or signs, and crosswalk markings on the surface
of the roadway at such location.
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BLOCK LENGTH (PAGE 72)
Northfield, MN Subdivision Ordinance 5.2.2(L). Residential block lengths are
limited to 700 feet or less and commercial/industrial block lengths to 900
feet or less unless a trail is provided to connect near mid-block. An exception
for block length is where topography or a block design feature justifies a
departure from the standard.

CUL-DE-SAC LENGTH RESTRICTIONS AND BAN (PAGE 75)
Andover, KS Subdivision Regulations 108(H). Cul-de-sac length is limited
based on context. In single-family residential areas, cul-de-sacs are limited to
under 500 feet, or 7 times the average lot width, whichever is less. In multiplefamily residential areas, cul-de-sacs are limited to 300 feet. https://www.
andoverks.com/143/Planning-Zoning
Buffalo, NY Green Code Unified Development Ordinance 10.1.2 (B.2.b). Limits
cul-de-sac length to no more than 330 feet. https://bufgreencode.com/

PARKING MAXIMUMS (PAGE 76)
Flagstaff, AZ Zoning Code 10-50.80.040. Sets a maximum amount of parking
at five percent higher than the minimum for buildings over 10,000 s.f. in gross
floor area or containing 25 or more residential units.
Hartford, CT Zoning Regulations 7.2.2. Specifies maximum numbers of parking
spaces for all of its allowed uses (page 224, as of May, 2020). https://perma.
cc/6Z62-B9W8

REQUIRING TREES ALONG PATHS OR STREETS (PAGE 76)
Dubuque, IA Unified Development Ordinance. Street trees shall be located
within the right-of-way on both sides of and parallel to the street, in
accordance with Section 45-17 of the Dubuque City Code and the City of
Dubuque Street Tree and Landscaping on Public Right of-Way Policy. https://
www.cityofdubuque.org/DocumentCenter/View/1828/UDC-PDF-file?bidId=
Buffalo, NY Green Code Unified Development Ordinance 7.1.4. Requires
street trees for any new development, expansion above 2,500 square feet, or
a substantial renovation of an existing principal building. The required rate is
one for each 30 feet of right-of-way frontage along with additional planting,
species, and exception standards. https://bufgreencode.com/

GENERAL CODE RESOURCE
Sustainable Development Code. An all-in-one resource with a variety of
code examples across many topics, including pedestrian mobility. The code
offers several levels of resources and content continues to be added. https://
sustainablecitycode.org/
1. Provides research, data, and statistics to support sustainable code
amendments.
2. Offers three degrees of possible sustainable code amendments – Removing
Code Barriers, Creating Incentives, Filling Regulatory Gaps.
3. Lists case examples of other communities using the standards.
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